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Radio Communications

Squadron Call Sign		VHF Repeaters
HF
27MHZ	VHF
			 (2Meg)
VMR ST PAULS
VMR THURSDAY ISLAND
VMR 422
22, 82
YES
YES
YES
VMR WEIPA
VMR 430		
YES
YES
YES
VMR AURUKUN
VMR 498				
YES
VMR Karumba	
VMR 490
80		
YES
YES
VMR Burketown					
YES
VMR Mornington Island	
VMR 457			
Yes	yES
VMR burdekin	
VMR 481
80	yes	yes	
YES
VMR bowen	
VMR 487
21	yes	yes	
YES
vmr whitsunday	
VMR 442
81, 82	yes	yes	
YES
vmr midge point	
VMR 458
81, 21			
YES
VMR Mackay	
VMR 448
80, 21	yes		
YES
VMR Gladstone	
VMR 446
82	yes		
YES
vmr round hill	
VMR 477
81, 82
YES
YES
YES
vmr bundaberg
VMR 488
22, 80, 81
YES		
YES
VMR Hervey Bay	
VMR 466
22		yes	
YES
VMR Bribie Island	
VMR 445
81, 21		yes	
YES
vmr BRISBANE	vMR 401
81, 21		yes	
YES
VMR Raby Bay	
VMR 455
81, 21, 82		yes	
YES
VMR North Stradbroke	
VMR 449
81	yes	yes	
YES
VMR Victoria Point	
VMR 441
81, 82		yes	
YES
VMR JACOBS WELL
VMR 450
82	yes	yes	
YES
VMR Southport	
VMR 400
82, 22	yes	yes	
YES
VMR Currumbin	
VMR 420
82	yes	yes	
YES

Affiliated SQUADRONS

VOLUNTEER MARINE RESCUE ST PAULS
VOLUNTEER MARINE RESCUE THURSDAY ISLAND
volunteer marine rescue weipa
volunteer marine rescue aurukun
volunteer marine rescue karumba
VOLUNTEER MARINE RESCUE Burketown
VOLUNTEER MARINE RESCUE Mornington Is	
VOLUNTEER MARINE RESCUE burdekin
VOLUNTEER MARINE RESCUE Bowen
Volunteer marine rescue Whitsunday
volunteer marine rescue midge pt.
VOLUNTEER MARINE Rescue Mackay
VOLUNTEER MARINE RESCUE Gladstone
volunteer marine rescue round hill
volunteer marine rescue bundaberg
VOLUNTEER MARINE RESCUE Hervey Bay
VOLUNTEER MARINE RESCUE Bribie Island
volunteer marine RESCUE BRISBANE
VOLUNTEER MARINE RESCUE Raby Bay
VOLUNTEER MARINE RESCUE nth Stradbroke
VOLUNTEER MARINE RESCUE Victoria Point
VOLUNTEER MARINE RESCUE jacobs well
VOLUNTEER MARINE RESCUE Southport
VOLUNTEER MARINE RESCUE Currumbin

Moa Island
C/- Thursday Is.
PO Box 1018
Thursday Is. 4875
PO Box 580
Weipa 4874
C/- Shire Council
Aurukun 4871
PO Box 163
Karumba 4891
PO Box 68	Burketown 4830
PO Box 1854	Gununa 4871
PO Box 167
Ayr 4807
PO Box 130	Bowen 4805
PO Box 298
Cannonvale 4802
PO Box 624
Midge Point 4799
PO Box 235
Mackay 4740
PO Box 797	Gladstone 4680
PO Box 282
Agnes Water 4677
PO Box 566	Bundaberg 4670
PO Box 120
Urangan 4655
PO Box 85	Bribie Island 4507
PO Box 201
Sandgate 4017
PO Box 87
Cleveland 4163
PO Box 28
Dunwich 4183
PO Box 3276
Victoria Point West 4165
PO Box 279	Beenleigh 4207
PO Box 866
Southport 4215
PO Box 99
Currumbin 4223

0428 713 073
0477 040 440
(07) 4069 7535
(07) 4060 6120
(07) 4745 9999
(07) 4745 5101
(07) 4745 7336
(07) 4783 1014
(07) 4786 1950
(07) 4946 7207
0408 946 940
(07) 4955 5448
(07) 4972 3333
(07) 4974 9383
(07) 4159 4349
(07) 4128 9666
(07) 3408 7596
(07) 3269 8888
(07) 3821 2244
(07) 3409 9338
(07) 3207 8717
(07) 5546 1100
(07) 5532 3417
(07) 5534 1000

president’s report

from the

H

PRESIDENT’S Chair

ello everyone. This is my first column as
your president and I can report the first
quarter has been one of beginning to fully
understand the scope of the job, making
introductory contact with key personnel in
government and our allied agencies. My thanks go
to Keith Williams for facilitating this process with the
knowledge and experience he acquired during his
successful term as president.

and to foster the upward flow of issues for council
consideration.

Council continues to operate in a collaborative
manner with a focus on strategic issues. Your
executive now meets on a regular basis and we
are working on key policies such as employment
contracts and several operational policies to
ensure Marine Rescue Queensland minimises its
risk exposure. We wish to continue the process of
executive and council members attending zone
meetings to ensure timely feed-back of key decisions

The reaccreditation of skippers is part of the risk
management process. Reaccreditation will be
undertaken every three years and will be important
to demonstrating currency should we ever be
required to do so as a result of a marine incident.
Demonstration of currency, particularly in relation to
high risk activities, such as towing, is of considerable
interest to our insurers. Experience to date shows this
is not an onerous process and is a good opportunity

Your council will be holding a joint meeting with
our counterparts in Australian Volunteer Coast
Guard in February 2017, with the view to building
administrative cooperation to compliment the
excellent cooperation that already occurs at
operational level for SAR and marine assist
operations.
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president’s report
for a refresher in parts of the DCV requirements that
we do not use on a regular basis. With time I am
sure this reaccreditation process will become part of
‘business as usual’ as is the annual and triennial CPR
and first aid reaccreditations, respectively.
The significance of risk in our operating environment
was highlighted in recent statistics from AMSA and
QWPS. Queensland has the highest number of boat
registrations and the highest number of SAR incidents
in the nation. Of a total of 1,347 SAR incidents in
2015-16, 970 were in the marine environment, with
141 involving actual distress. We train so that the
unexpected can be addressed with minimal risk to
crews and other resources.
It was interesting to learn that AMSA are re-defining
SAR, to include ‘response’ to an incident. This harks
back to guidelines contained in a 1990’s operational
policy that supported our service agreement with
the Queensland government. We are all very much
aware how our timely waterside assistance service
can prevent a minor incident from escalating to one of
distress.

Our volunteers are very
hard working, unpaid
workers operating often
in high risk and stressful
situations, with an ethic
of strong support to their
local communities
Continuing with the distress theme, AMSA advise that
Battery World are no longer operating as an agency
for deactivating expired EPIRB and PLB devices.
Expired beacons should have battery connections
severed before responsible disposal of electronic
equipment. AMSA also advise that up to one third on
EPIRB’s are still not registered with them to facilitate
collection of metadata in the event of an activation.
Please promote the registration of EPIRB’s and PLB’s.
Our volunteers are very hard working, unpaid workers
operating often in high risk and stressful situations,
with an ethic of strong support to their local
communities. Unfortunately the latter ethic is prone to
exploitation by government and commercial interests.
By way of example I refer to the increasing use of
VMR vessels for medivacs – this has led to additional
design and build specifications for vessels, leading
to increased capital and insurance costs. First
responder capability places increased training and
operational responsibility on our members.
The marine VHF repeater network in Queensland was
installed and maintained by marine rescue units. This

network is now aging and the cost of accessing and
repairing some of the more inaccessible installations
is beyond the capacity of individual squadrons.
Meanwhile the network is being used by commercial
operators, particularly the bareboat industry in the
Whitsundays, without any interest in contributing to
costs.
Similarly the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) has
devolved ‘responsibility’ of VHF weather forecasts in
Queensland to Maritime Safety who do not plan to
fill this gap. So BOM assumed that volunteer marine
rescue groups would do the job using either VHF
67 or their own VHF repeaters. While some units are
already providing BOM weather forecasts as a service
to members and the community, the acceptance of
‘responsibility’ should not be placed on volunteers
using non-government provided resources (people
and equipment). By comparison marine VHF
repeaters in Victoria and NSW are maintained by
government.
A very recent and valuable reversal of pressure
on volunteers has occurred in Victoria, where the
state government has undertaken responsibility for
insurances of volunteer marine rescue resources.
Introduction of a similar scheme in Queensland
would represent a major reduction in the difficulty
with marine hull insurance and a potential economic
benefit, provided the savings were not deducted from
existing funding.
The VP’s Watch in our Spring 2016 journal and our
July 2016 Facebook post highlighted issues with
deteriorating webbing on foam filled PFD1 life jackets.
This is an ongoing issue and should be highlighted
to boaties for the summer holiday season. Our
Whitsunday crew recently experienced this at first
hand when the VMR skipper asked the towees to don
lifejackets for the tow. The webbing had deteriorated
to the extent that the jacket was not safe to use. The
increasing popularity of inflatable lifejackets means
that these devices should be checked regularly for
wear and tight insertion of the gas cylinder. Such
jackets on DCV’s must be surveyed annually, while
recreational jackets should be inspected annually
with a maintained record of such inspections. The
link below contains directions for self-inspection of
inflatable lifejackets. Note ‘inflating with dry air’ does
not mean inflation by mouth, as expired air can lead
to sticky deposits in the bladder.
http://www.chsmith.com.au/News/Inflatable-PFDSelf-Inspection-Procedures-2013-09-10-11-51-43.
htm
As this column will not reach you until after the
Summer holiday season I wish for a safe and happy
boating season, so that our volunteers can maximise
time with family and friends over the festive season.
Graham Kingston
President VMRAQ

vice president’s report

The VP’s WATCH

A

s this is my first article as vice president
of Marine Rescue Qld I would like to
introduce myself. My name is Glenn
Norris and I hail from the Southern part
of the state from the Southport squadron.
I have been a member of VMR Southport for in
excess of 20 years, more than 10 of those years
being an inshore skipper, the position I find myself
most comfortable in. I have been a delegate on the
Southern zone for as long as I can remember, about
14 years I think, and have been vice president of the
Southern zone for the past seven years. I have also
been the operations controller at VMR Southport for
14 of the last 16 years, as well as being a Qld
Ambulance first responder with the squadron. In other
words I have VMR in my blood on a daily basis.

I can assure you that I will give this
role a 100% committment, and I am
currently working on a couple
of projects to increase membership
numbers in squadron
For the past four years I have been very heavily
involved in writing Grant Funding Applications for
VMR squadrons throughout the state and thoroughly
enjoy doing this, especially when these are
successful.
I can assure you that I will give this role a 100%
committment, and I am currently working on a couple
of projects to increase membership numbers in
squadrons and to give the boating public extra value

6m Naiad RIB for sale, 2006

All reasonable offers considered

A decision has been made to sell our trusty RBIV vessel. It has served us well as a rescue and training vessel. It comes with
twin 175hp Suzuki Outboards and a 4 year old high grade aluminium trailer.
It would be the perfect vessel for another VMR Unit or any individuals seeking a safe and versatile vessel.
Can viewed at VMR Raby Bay, 17 Williams Street, Cleveland 4163.
Please email support@vmrrabybay.org.au to enquire.
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Vice President report
for their money when they take out membership to
a VMR squadron anywhere in the state. This in turn,
I hope, will increase revenue to these squadrons to
allow them to more easily meet the ever increasing
costs incurred in running these operations.
Having said all of this, I have been reflecting lately
on what would happen if VMR squadrons didn’t
exist. Looking at some of the tasks and activations
undertaken by squadrons over the past few months,
attendence at boat fires assisting other Emergency
Services, searches for missing fishermen and scuba
divers in very ordinary weather conditions at sea,
transport of Ambulance paramedics to marine
medical incidents, the list goes on. Every hour,
somewhere in Qld a VMR volunteer is on the job,
whether it be at the couple of squadrons who maintain
24 hour / 7 day marine radio monitoring, or at the
squadrons that have administration staff who work
tirelessly keeping all the paperwork and accounts in
order, or the maintenance teams who respond at very
short notice to fix a broken bit on a rescue boat to
keep it on the water, VMR can’t, and neither can the
boating public do without you.
On the water assisting a troubled boatie, or training
to be prepared to assist a troubled boatie, where
does it stop. VMR volunteers I salute you for your
committment, your efforts, and your general lack
of care of what time of the day or night the service
demands you, and you do this all in an unpaid
capacity.
As we enter the summer holiday period, there is no
doubt that demand on our services will increase, as
numbers of vessels on the water balloon. No doubt
the risk of more serious marine incidents occurring
increases, and without a doubt VMR squadrons
will be asked to respond to incidents that, with just
that extra bit of care taken, could easily have been
avoided. That is what we are here for and that is what
we do so well, so be proud of your contribution.
Quite often that pat on the back you secretly wanted
might not eventuate or the ‘thank you’ from the boatie

you just rescued as a result of doing something
silly might not happen, but let me assure you if you
weren’t there, on the job, who knows what would
happen. Stand proud every one of you.
Unfortunately a couple of squadrons were left in
the lurch recently when mother nature imparted her
ferocity. The squadron on North Stradbroke Island
experienced a typhoon like event tear down their
narrow street on the island, tearing one part of the
building from the other trapping their rescue vessel
within the mess created. Thanks to some quick work
by the VMR insurance company this problem was
rectified so the vessel could be put back into action.
Another wild storm recently caused serious damage
at the Bribie Island squadron due to a lightning strike
on their radio aerial tower. At time of writing things are
happening to rectify the damage caused.
Once again I commend these squadrons, no
complaints because progress with repairs is too slow
or when will this happen or that happen. The only
communication I get when these incidents occur
is ‘how do we get back on the water, or on the air,
without the boating public being disadvantaged?’
That’s the attitude of our people that makes VMR such
a force in marine rescue, the customer first.
I am proud to have been nominated as vice president
of such a great organisation of people, and may I
take this opportunity to let you know that my phone
is always turned on, I might not answer it, but if I
can help you or your squadron with anything, don’t
hesitate to call.
Remember, the reason you don’t get paid is because
a price can’t be put on your contribution.
Have a fantastic Christmas and New Year, keep safe
on the water, and don think your efforts don’t go
unnoticed.
Glenn Norris
Vice President, MRQ

state trainer report
Coxswain Revalidation

A

s you have probably heard on the grapevine
there is another round of coxswain revalidation
in progress.

This occurs every three years in line with Marine
Rescue insurance policy conditions, which; should
there be a coxswain involved in an incident, Marine
Rescue are able to produce documentation which
validates the coxswains qualifications and currency of
regulations and sea time.
The coxswain revalidation member copy can be found
on the portal under the crew access.
The revalidation comprises of simple questions:
• Lights
• Shapes
• Sounds
• Rules
• Basic Navigation
• On Water Practical.
All coxswains should view this revalidation as a
reinforcement of their knowledge which ensures they
are passing on the correct information to all crew
members who are on roster with them. An idea would
be to pick a task and use it as the training task for

duty crew day. Not only is the coxswain ensuring
they are up to date, but it is a good exercise for all
crew no matter what level they have attained. Involve
your new crew, show them what is expected of them
should they desire to move forward.
For instance, for the navigation exercise you will find
an example on the coxswain revalidation member
copy a question regarding speed, distance, time,
variation and how to use a hand held compass
correctly. Instead of telling the crew the answers let
them research it. Let more senior crew help assist
crew members not up to speed, make it fun, oversee
what is happening and assist if they are struggling;
however, remember to make this exercise informative
for all concerned.
This revalidation should be seen as part of the
learning curve for currency of qualification and
instilling knowledge into your crew.
If you have any concerns regarding the revalidation
please contact Gary Radford.
Merry Christmas and a safe and happy New Year to
all members and their families.
Gary Radford
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southport

A

s unusual as it may
seem, in VMR Southport
terms, the past three
months has been
exceptionally quiet
on the activations front. Whilst
weekends have had their usual
moments of pandamonium,
midweek activations have dried up
to a very minimal number. On any
given week day there is at least
one activation, however, the last
quarter has seen as little as one
a week, and given the massive
whale watching season that has just
concluded, we certainly expected
a lot more work than we actually
did. Maybe the boating public are
taking more care when on the water
and are heeding safety messages
to maintain their vessels in a more
thorough manner. Hopefully with the
Christmas / New Year period rapidly
approaching, with good weather
forecast at this early stage, we will
notice an increase in requests for
assistance. Lack of boats on the
water is certainly not an answer as
to why VMR Southport has been
quiet, with local boat ramp car
parks full to overflowing on good
weather days.
VMR Southport was involved in a
large scale rescue recently when
a 6m fibreglass vessel caught fire
in the Tipplers Channel, severely
burning five occupants, including
a young male child. The Qld Fire and Emergency
Service utilised the services of VMR Southport to
transport firefighters, as did the Qld Ambulance
Service, who attended in numbers to treat the injured.
Three rescue vessels were provided from Southport,
along with a vessel from VMR Jacobs Well to
transport all resources required to the scene. Those
patients that werent extricated by rescue helicopter,
were also transported on VMR vessels, and after
the event, a Qld Police Investigation team were also
transported to and from the scene by VMR Southport.
The situation was quite confronting on VMR’s arrival,
as are all burns related medical activations, with all
patients being transported to hospital with injuries to
various parts of their bodies.
Excitement is building at Southport, with January
1, 2017 being the intended introduction date of a
new work uniform shirt for the squadron. Most of
the squadrons in Qld are now wearing this shirt and
being one of the last to adopt this new attire, it is a
milestone, and has been a huge effort to encourage
the members to accept change.

Mid November saw the replacement of the 150hp
Mercury Verado engines on Marine Rescue 4. The
previous engines never missed a beat and will serve
the buyer of these very well. In early December, the
250hp Mercury Verado engines on Marine Rescue 2
will also be replaced, making it a very expensive year,
with all four rescue vessels now having new motors in
the past six months. This will give the squadron great
reliability of resources going into the busiest part of
the year.
A contract is also about to be awarded for the recabling of our new radio aerial tower. As mentioned
in previous editions, birds have chewed the cables,
rendering them susceptible to causing transmission
failure. The cost will exceed $9000, an unwanted
expense, given had we known they were hungry, a
bag of seed would happily have been purchased.
Optus, who also provide mobile phone equiipment
atop this tower also report that serious damage is
evident on the 240V power cables. We now know the
feathers always stand upright on top of these birds
heads.

southport
Training is going well at Southport. An Elements of
Shipboard Safety Course was recently held with nine
members successfully completing this. The owner of
a large vessel berthed at the Southport Yacht Club
generously donated his vessels six man liferaft for
this course and it was successfully deployed on the
day. We also commandeered the services of a new
member, a firefighter, to assist with the fire modules of
the course.
There has been a long period of unsuitable sea
conditions for four of our members to undertake
assessment for offshore skipper ranking. At the first
suitable opportunity, these will be be done.
Several of the squadron’s QAS first responders
recently had the experience of observing and working
with paramedics at the Schoolies event in Surfers
Paradise. This opportunity goes a long way to helping
complete their course and the majority are expected
to be qualified in the next couple of months. We look
forward to that.
All else is good at Southport. We are looking forward
to a busy next few months on the water, and are
prepared for anything required of our squadron.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year from all at
VMR Southport.

SOUTHPORT NOTABLE JOBS 
A vessel owner called VMR Southport recently to
advise that his engine was overheating and he
required a tow. The man advised that he was quite
unsure of his location and proceeded to give his
details over the phone. When all was said and done
the boatie advised that he had launched his vessel in
the Coomera River (which was actually the Pimpama
River), he had travelled downstream turning right,
travelling at speed for about 15-20 minutes (which
would have put him somewhere near the Gold Coast
Seaway to The Spit area), his chart aboard the vessel
said he was near Coomera Island, the latitude and
longitude from an App on his mobile phone would
have put him approximately 23nm east of Surfers
Paradise and from past jouneys on the Broadwater, he
thought he was near Harrigans (at Jacobs Well).
A VMR vessel was dispatched and found the vessel,
its owner, and his very cranky wife, aground on sand
on the western side of the Aldershots, approximately
200m north of the South Arm of the Coomera River.
The vessel was towed back to the boat ramp.
A frantic man appeared at VMR recently requesting
an urgent dispersal of ashes. Being midweek, a
skipper and crew were sought and, at the man’s
request proceeded aboard a VMR vessel to the Gold
Coast Seaway. Furthermore, the man didn’t want the
VMR crew in uniform, and he didn’t want a ceremony
or a service, he just wanted things very simple.
Following the man’s instructions, Marine Rescue 1
was positioned on the north side of the Seaway, and
along with a couple of family members, the man

sprinkled the ashes into the water. As soon as the urn
was empty, in less than one minute, the man advised
he was happy and all was completed, further stating
that what had just happened was ‘exactly what Mum
would have wanted, no fanfare and no bells and
whistles.
On returning to the VMR base the man explained
that he had travelled from interstate, and for various
reasons, most notably a misunderstanding, his
original plan for the dispersal hadn’t gone to plan
and he required urgent assistance, and was very
appreciative that VMR had come to his aid.
A crew recently answered a call for assistance
from the Qld Water Police to travel approximately
26nm east of the Gold Coast Seaway to retrieve a
small tinny that had been reported drifting, partly
submerged, with no persons aboard. The Police
had already dispatched a rescue helicopter to the
location, and it had been established that the vessel
in question was a tender that had fallen from a larger
vessel, completely unknown to the owner of the
larger vessel that his tender had gone. The dinghy
was taken in tow, and after a short distance began
sinking. Given the sea and weather conditions, and
an approaching thunderstorm, a decision was made
to cut the towline and abandon the tow. We are
unsure if the vessel will ever be seen again.
A recent early morning phone call from the Qld
Ambulance Service requested transport for
paramedics to a young female who had fallen on
a yacht in the northern Broadwater. A crew was
dispatched and located the yacht to find a 10 year
old had fallen down some stairs, landing head first.
The paramedics treated the girl for a possible nose
fracture and VMR transported the patient and her
mother back to Southport, where the paramedics
conveyed her to hospital for treatment of her injuries.
A midnight phone call was received some weeks ago
from a yachtie that had collided with the dredge at the
entrance to the Gold Coast Seaway. Not quite sure
what to expect on arrival at the scene, the crew were
witness to a yacht, approximately 40ft in length, with
its mast tangled in the guide wires of the starboard
boom of the dredge. With a very fast flowing ebb tide,
the yacht was stuck fast and banging the side of the
dredge. The skipper of the yacht claimed not to see
the dredge.
The Water Police were contacted and attended,
assisting Marine Rescue 2 to drag the two vessels
apart, where the yacht was towed back to the
VMR swing mooring due to an apparent fouling of
the yachts rudder. A diver was contacted the next
morning to inspect the rudder and remove the
obstruction. The yacht motored away after this, only
to contact VMR a short time later, to report it taking
water. VMR attended the yachts location, to find the
skipper had satisfactorily plugged the water leak, and
was again underway.
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hervey bay

I

Emergency Drill Training
n early July, we were asked by the
skipper of the boat club vessel
Amaroo, if we like to be a part
of their training for their crew in
emergency drills. This was an
excellent opportunity for us to also
train in some of the scenarios we may
face when dealing with a commercial
vessel.
The first scenario involved Amaroo
being run aground on Pelican Bank, with some
injuries to passengers on board. Our training involved
hooking the tow line up to the stern of the vessel
and gently easing her back. We then undertook the
transfer of our 90kg practice dummy (‘Dunken’) from
Amaroo onto the rescue vessel.
The second scenario involved a man overboard
situation. Our dummy ‘Dunken’ was thrown over and
the Amaroo crew retrieved him. We then transferred
him from Amaroo to our rescue vessel at speed. This
one is considerably harder and something that would
be undertaken if the conditions were rougher, where
the speed of the vessel (between 5-10kts) calms the
roll between the two vessels.
The third scenario involved a fire in the engine room
and the deployment of the fire hoses. And the fourth
scenario involved the abandonment of vessel, where
the carly floats were deployed from Amaroo. We had
the opportunity train in the retrieval of these from the
water.

All in all the exercises provided essential training for
the crew on Amaroo and allowed us to practice many
skills with a commercial vessel. This provides vital
training for us in preparation for an incident involving
a whale watch boat or other larger commercial vessel.
On the day many of the crew on the rescue vessels
were relatively new, so the exercises were an ideal
opportunity for them.
We were also well supported by both local TV
channels who were able to film the action from on
Amaroo. Both featured the exercise on their local
news bulletins.
It was a worthwhile exercise for everyone involved
and something that we will look to offer to other
commercial operators for their emergency drill
procedure training.
Jill Barclay
Vice Commodore

hervey bay

H

Open Day Marine Rescue
Hervey Bay

ow do you make an
open day at the base
more interesting so
as to draw people
through the gate and
enjoyable for all?
Simple – Make it more like
a carnival and put some
interesting events out front.
Flags on display and a large
sandwich board proclaiming the
base is open for the day for one
and all to inspect.
Have Peter Z and associates out
the front suggesting they get a
free ticket in a lucky draw just
by coming in. Then they put the
bight on them to buy another
couple of raffle tickets to help
our funding. A new record set
again in ticket sales. Is there
a limit to this man’s devilish
approach to part people from
their gold coins?
Set Captain Ron Sparrow up
cooking sausages and onions
so that the smell cannot be
resisted. Set up a coffee van
with another irresistible smell.
Tell the kids that they can get
their faces painted for free and
watch the delight on a parent’s
face as they glare at you but
can’t say no.
Try to keep the volunteers away
from the face painting as quite
a few have been scarred for life
by the exquisite designs on offer
and worn on quite a few cheeks.
Walk them past the electronics
wiz Nick Sennett who dazzled
them with knowledge.
Funnel the crowd down the
back and show them a couple
of boats from a few different
groups. Parks and wildlife as
well as the Police and our own
and again subject them to more
knowledge from Josie, Gary,
Adrian, and crew.
Have cheery and engaging
working members talk to them
and explain what we do and how
we go about it.
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When the visitors have gone, have Captain Ron and
crew cook a delicious steak. Mix with the beautiful
salads and desert prepared by Therese, Christine, Jill
and hidden talent chef Stevan Kelly.
Have a laugh at the end of the day while we are
entertained by a terrific group playing those little
ukuleles. Then realise that they have drawn a crowd

from the boat club that are supposed to be listening
to paid entertainment but preferred the HUMPS.
Fantastic.
Sorry if I missed you but well done. Congratulations
Col Goldsworthy well organised. My view only and no
correspondence shall be entered in to.
Dave Marshman

GENERAL

Cast away your worries

Recipes from
the galley
MALIBU PRAWNS/CRAB

900g green prawns (peel, leave tail on)
2 chillies finely chopped
90g fresh ginger
6 cloves garlic grated
2 spanish onions finely diced
1 bunch coriander
120ml sweet chilli sauce
1 tin coconut cream (500mls)
300 mls cream
100ml Malibu

www.hqhh.de 06/2016

Sweat the onion ginger chilli and garlic in a little
butter.
Turn high and add prawns quickly sear in pan.
Deglaze with malibu and add the sweet chilli sauce
Reduce heat and add cream
Simmer till thick
Finish with fresh coriander
Serve with Jasmine rice

1kg snapper
1 cup coconut
1 tabs (25gms) sesame seeds
? bunch fresh coriander chopped
Zest and juice of 1 lime
Sea salt and pepper
1 tabs maple syrup
Cut fish into bite size pieces.
Mix ingredients and coat fish
Bake in oven 160°

GER14250

Coconut Crusted Fish

Sydney · Phone +61-(0)2-9936 1670
pantaenius.com.au
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midge point

A

t the November, monthly meeting, three life
memberships were presented to dedicated
volunteers Gary Considine, Keith Lade and
Grant Brown. Northern Zone President,
Robert Murolo, presented plaques to the
long serving recipients.

The third man stayed on New Beach and was
eventually picked up by the crew onboard Midge
Point Rescue. The crew were able to get the vessel
back into the water and towed it back to Laguna
Quays Marina.

Gary Considine, the squad president has dedicated
30 years to VMR and was originally a member of the
Whitsunday squad. Together with other Midge Point
locals, Gary was a founding member of the Midge
Point squad 21 years ago. Gary has been the squad
president for the past 15 years.

Midge Point Emergency Services &
Community Fun Day

Keith Lade, the squad vice-president is also a
founding member of the squad and has dedicated 21
years to VMR.
Grant Brown, holds the dual role of secretary and
treasurer and has dedicated 20 years to VMR.
The combined years of service to the squad of these
three dedicated volunteers is 62 years.

On Sunday, December 11, the squad hosted the
inaugural Midge Point Emergency Services &
Community Fun day. The Midge Point Progress
Association, Midge Point SES, Midge Point Rural Fire
Services and the Midge Point Fishing Club joined
forces to put the event on. The day started out hot
and after a brief shower of rain, the breeze sprung up
and kept the temperature down a degree or two.
Squad President, Gary Considine opened the event
at which the community was treated to the monthly
markets, flare demonstrations conducted by the
Whitsunday Water Police, fire hose demonstrations
conducted by the Midge Point Rural Fire Service and
ladder demonstrations conducted by the Midge Point
SES.
Senior
Constable Travis
Carruthers of
WhitsundayWater
Police & VMR
Midge Point
President,
Gary Considine
conduct the flare
demonstration.

L-R: Northern Zone President – Robert Murolo, life
membership recipients – Grant Brown, Keith Lade
and Gary Considine.

Activation
Recently the squad was activated by the Whitsunday
Water Police to assist a 4.5m vessel with three people
on board, that had broken down and drifted for eight
hours in the dark, before capsizing and washing up
on New Beach.
The men salvaged some of their possessions and
spent the rest on the night on the beach. The next
day two of the men walked the length of New Beach,
and swam across the crocodile infested Proserpine
River to Wilsons Beach where they were able to call
for help.

A jumping castle and face painter kept the children
entertained and who were also treated to visits from
Blazer the Koala and Santa Claus who arrived on a
fire truck along with one of Santa’s elves.

Santa Claus,
Santa’s Elf
and Blazer the
Koala visited
the children.

The Midge Point Fishing Club held the official opening of the Community Hall, with Arthur Dobe who is
the eldest resident of Midge Point cutting the ribbon
to officially open the hall.
Midge Point Rescue was on display, along with
Whitsunday Water Police and Department of
Agriculture and Fisheries vessels. Two fire engines

midge point
from the Midge Pont Rural Fire Services, kept the
children entertained as they could turn the sirens on
to the delight of the crowds of people.

Vessels and SES were on display.

Mackay Regional Council Mayor, Greg Williamson,
Deputy Mayor, Amanda Camm and local MP, Julieann
Gilbert attended the day as guests of the squad.
The squad were also delighted to have Tom Hudson
attend representing VMRAQ. A big thankyou to the
members of the Northern zone squads that came
along and supported the day.

Mavis Telford & Lance Greenwood from Midge Point with
Esme King and Emily Honnery from Ayr enjoyed catching up.

Midge Point Rural Fire Services display.

VMRAQ Tom Hudson and Mackay Mayor Greg
Williamson with VMR Midge Point members.

Local entertainer, Billy Jesser kept the crowd
entertained with music as the crowd took in the
displays and demonstrations.
The squad signed up several new members on the
day with some showing an interest in becoming active
members within the squad. All the services involved
in the day were approached by prospective new
members looking to give back to the community.

Midge Points oldest resident, Arthur Dobe cut the
ribbon to officially open the Community Hall.

After a successful event, we will be looking at
making this an annual event to continue to raise the
profile of the Midge Point area and the Emergency &
Community Services that service the area.
The squad would like to thank the following sponsors
for their support of the event:
•B
 en Hancock from Crossley Motors for use of
marquee;
• Elders for use of marquee
• Mackay Regional Council and staff;
• R ebecca Stewart from Computer Newsagents for
printing and placing flyers in local newspapers;
• K Bynes Designs for donation of flyers and signage
design;
• E van Lawn for use of marquees;
• N orth Qld Cowboys for donation of a Supporter
Pack for lucky door prize .

Squad President
Sharon McLean and Grant Brown with
Gary Considine being Blazer the Koala from the Rural Fire
interviewed by 7
Services.
Local News.
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north stradbroke
THE VMR RESILIENCE GROUP OF NORTH
STRADBROKE ISLAND

A

n island lifestyle may seem idyllic to
visitors, yet there are inherent dangers
such as bushfires, cyclones, high winds
and tidal surges. While these also occur on
the mainland, such events can completely
isolate an island, so it is important for island residents
to have a certain amount of self-sufficiency and a
willingness to help themselves at these times.

During 2014, Ann recruited more volunteers for the
Group, and all have now undergone Evacuation
Centre training with the Red Cross and Queensland
Fire & Emergency Services in conjunction with RCC,
and first aid training with the VMR, including refresher
courses in 2015. Although, we hope the island
stays safe and we will not be called upon in this
capacity, we are all now better equipped to handle an
emergency should one occur.

VMR NSI is a member of the Redland City Council
(RCC) Local Disaster Management Group, and in
2013 RCC asked VMR NSI if it had the capacity to
form a Resilience Group from within its ranks. With
active members already stretched to the limit by VMR
activities, a couple of community-minded residents
volunteered.
On the mainland, evacuation centres are run by
the Red Cross, so on NSI, the role of the Resilience
Group is as first responder if it is impossible for the
Red Cross to reach the island. The main responsibility
of the Resilience Group is to establish, staff and
operate an evacuation centre on the island in the
absence of the Red Cross. An evacuation centre
is defined as a group shelter provided for affected
people in a community hall or similar. It is part of
emergency relief, and is different from temporary
accommodation.
Ann Millett became the inaugural co-ordinator of the
group, ably assisted by Lorraine Dekker, and both
attended some initial disaster management training
in 2013, although this did not include setting up an
evacuation centre. Little did they know they were
about to be thrown in the deep end and undergo a
‘baptism of fire’.
On December 29, 2013, lightning strikes started a
bushfire in an inaccessible part of Eighteen Mile
Swamp which runs along Main Beach at Point
Lookout. At the time there were around 900 campers
in beach campsites along Main Beach. Fire fighting
continued for three days, with campers advised on
New Year’s Eve to be prepared to leave. The decision
was made to evacuate the campers on New Year’s
Day because the fire was getting closer and a high
tide would not allow evacuation along the beach.
Because of the holiday period, there was nowhere for
the campers to go, so two barges ran all day to move
them off the island.
The Resilience Group of two, plus VMR personnel and
other volunteers, operated a centre at the Dunwich
Community Hall so campers could register as they
came off the beach and headed to the barges. Some
volunteers even became temporary traffic controllers,
and the team did a excellent job until assistance
arrived from the mainland later in the day. The fire
continued to burn for 14 days, and more than 60% of
the island was burned.

Lorraine Dekker and Ann Millett, founding members of the
VMR NSI Resilience Group.

PEOPLE
In 2016, VMR NSI has welcomed three new recruits,
Roger Slinger, Peter Robb and Paul Hatcher, and all
are progressing well with their modules and practical
training, as are our current crew members. It was with
sadness that we farewelled two of our most valuable
active crew members Brett Ballard and Maree Kendall
who have moved on to pursue new ventures. Both
are extremely competent skippers who contributed
significantly to our operations, so it’s been a huge
loss to our group. We wish them well for the future,
and will welcome them with open arms if they return
at a later time in their lives.
At our AGM in September all nominations for the
Committee were unopposed, and the new committee
is President Gordon McInnes, Vice President Rob
Brain, Secretary Colin Haigh, Treasurer Judith Carne
and Committee members Doug Fraser, John Willett,
Julie Holmes and Geoff McElhinney.

EQUIPMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Two new Suzuki 250hp motors have been purchased
for North Stradbroke 1 courtesy of a grant from
the Queensland State Government’s Gambling
Community Benefit fund.

north stradbroke
Our new deck has been completed on the upper
floor of the base, thanks to a grant from Redland City
Council. This has been a very important addition to
our facilities, as we now have a dedicated space for
our training sessions. Previous training was carried
out in our cramped office space which also housed
our radio and computer equipment. Many thanks
to local builder Adrian Scott and his team for their
terrific work in very hot conditions.
In addition, we have refurbished our quarters at
the base, and now have comfortable overnight
accommodation for members and visiting volunteers
with two bedrooms, kitchen and bathroom, as well
as new desks and radio cabinet. Many thanks to
McInnes and Hill Designs for their very generous
‘mate’s rates’ cabinet work, and also to our president
who is never afraid to roll up his sleeves and pitch
in. Thanks also to Myora Masonic Lodge for their
donation which helped us meet the costs of these
improvements.

ACTIVATIONS
So far in 2016 we have carried out 103 medivacs,
30 more than at this time last year, and we still have

the busy holiday
period to come.
There have
been few other
activations, which
we hope indicates
that boaties
are taking more
responsibility for
their own safety.

EVENTS
In October, the
VMR NSI base
was hit by a minitwister which had
Resourceful use of a fallen tree to
such a narrow
secure the VMR NSI base.
path of destruction
that the only other
building affected was the Little Ship Club next door.
Roller doors on the boat shed were badly damaged,
and a newer shed separated from the rest of the
building by the force of the wind. North Stradbroke 1
was stranded in the damaged building, and could not
be used until the doors had been repaired.
Operations Manager Doug Fraser and Vice President
Rob Brain attended, and they used their island
resourcefulness to chain saw part of a fallen tree and
then use it as a wedge to secure the base temporarily.
The insurance company responded to the claim very
promptly, and we were extremely grateful that the
damage was repaired quickly.

President Gordon McInnes working on the VMR NSI base
refurbishment.

Mainland and island SES groups now have a cadet
unit, and VMR NSI was recently asked to host an
information session for a group of cadets at the base.
More than 30 cadets attended and the event was very
successful, thanks to the enthusiastic support given
by NSI police officers, and island and mainland SES
personnel.

• Café Breakfast & Lunch
• A la Carte Dinner
Tues-Sat from 5pm

• Fully Licensed
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Information session on the new deck at VMR NSI.

Island police and SES representatives at the information
session at VMR NSI.

Information session in refurbished office at VMR NSI base.
Organiser Ann Millett (front centre) with President Gordon
McInnes and volunteers at the VMR NSI rummage sale.

FUNDRAISING
2016 has been a busy year for fundraising, with the
Resilience Group holding a Bookfest in January,
and a rummage sale in October. Additionally, the
group, assisted by VMR members when available,
run a sausage sizzle and raffles at the Point Lookout
markets during the holiday season. All have been
very successful, and the local community has
provided wonderful support to VMR, both financially
and by donating items for sale and volunteering to
help at these events.

OUR FUTURE
We are entering 2017 and the years ahead with
some uncertainty regarding funding, as Sibelco, our
generous sponsors who have kept us operational for

years through their Sand Mining Community Fund,
are winding down their operations in preparation for
the cessation of sand mining on NSI in 2019. While
tourism is being promoted as a replacement industry
on the island, at this stage we have not identified any
major companies who might contribute to help fill
this gap in our funding. At the 2011 Census we had a
small resident population of just over 2,000, and with
local and visitor numbers of approximately 24,000
at peak times, it is extremely important that our unit
be able to continue the work we do, particularly the
medical evacuations.

RADAR

R

adar is an object detection system that uses
radio waves to determine the range, relative
angle and velocity of objects with reference
to a known point. It can be used to detect
aircraft, ships, spacecraft, guided missiles,
motor vehicles, weather formations, and terrain.
A radar system consists of:
•A
 transmitter which produces electromagnetic
waves in the radio or microwaves domain,
•A
 n emitting antenna and a receiving antenna
(separate or the same) to capture returns from
objects in the path of the emitted signal, and;
•A
 nd a receiver and processor to determine
properties of the object(s).
Radar was secretly developed by several nations
in the period before and during World War II. The
term RADAR was coined in 1940 by the United
States Navy as an acronym for RAdio Detection And
Ranging. The term radar has since entered English
and other languages as a common noun, losing all
capitalization.
The modern uses of radar are diverse, including air
and terrestrial traffic control, radar astronomy, airdefence systems, marine and aircraft anti-collision
systems, ocean surveillance systems and more.
Other systems similar to radar make use of other
bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. One example
is ‘lidar’, which uses ultraviolet, visible, or near
infrared light from lasers rather than radio waves.

Factors affecting radar performance
The performance of a radar system is influenced by:
•T
 he maximum range at which it can see a target of
a specified size,
•T
 he accuracy of its measurement of target location
in range and angle,
• Its ability to distinguish one target from another,
• I ts ability to detect the desired target echo when
masked by large clutter echoes, unintentional
interfering signals from other ‘friendly’ transmitters,
or intentional radiation from hostile jamming (if a
military radar),
• I ts ability to recognize the type of target, and
• I ts availability (ability to operate when needed),
reliability, and maintainability.

general

Transmitter power and antenna size
The maximum range of a radar system depends on
the average power of its transmitter and the physical
size of its antenna. This is called the power-aperture
product. There are practical limits to each. As noted
before, some radar systems have an average power
of roughly one megawatt. Phased-array radars about
100ft (30m) in diameter are not uncommon; some are
much larger. There are specialized radars with (fixed)
antennas, such as some HF over-the-horizon radars
and the US Space Surveillance System (SPASUR),
that extend more than one mile (1.6km).

Receiver noise
The sensitivity of a radar receiver is determined by
the unavoidable noise that appears at its input. At
microwave radar frequencies, the noise that limits
detectability is usually generated by the receiver
itself (that is, by the random motion of electrons at
the input of the receiver) rather than by external
noise that enters the receiver via the antenna. A
radar engineer often employs a transistor amplifier
as the first stage of the receiver even though lower
noise can be obtained with more sophisticated (and
more complex) devices. This is an example of the
application of the basic engineering principle that the
‘best’ performance that can be obtained might not
necessarily be the solution that best meets the needs
of the user.
The receiver is designed to enhance the desired
signals and to reduce the noise and other undesired
signals that interfere with detection. A designer
attempts to maximize the detectability of weak signals
by using what radar engineers call a ‘matched filter’,
which is a filter that maximizes the signal-to-noise
ratio at the receiver output. The matched filter has a
precise mathematical formulation that depends on
the shape of the input signal and the character of
the receiver noise. A suitable approximation to the
matched filter for the ordinary pulse radar, however, is
one whose bandwidth in hertz is the reciprocal of the
pulse width in seconds.

Target size
The size of a target as ‘seen’ by radar is not always
related to the physical size of the object. The
measure of the target size as observed by radar is
called the radar cross section and is given in units
of area (square metres). It is possible for two targets
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general
with the same physical cross-sectional area to differ
considerably in radar size, or radar cross section.
For example, a flat plate 1sqm in area will produce a
radar cross section of about 1,000sqm at a frequency
of 3 GHz when viewed perpendicular to the surface.
A cone-sphere (an object resembling an ice-cream
cone) when viewed in the direction of the cone rather
than the sphere could have a radar cross section
of about 0.001sqm even though its projected area
is also 1sqm. In theory, the radar cross section has
little to do with the size of the cone or the cone angle.
Thus, the flat plate and the cone-sphere can have
radar cross sections that differ by a million to one
even though their physical projected areas are the
same.
The sphere is an unusual target in that its radar cross
section is the same as its physical cross-sectional
area (when its circumference is large compared with
the radar wavelength). That is to say, a sphere with a
projected area of 1sqm has a radar cross section of
1sqm.
The radar cross section of an aircraft and that of most
other targets of practical interest fluctuate rapidly as
the aspect of the target changes with respect to the
radar unit. It would not be unusual for a slight change
in aspect to cause the radar cross section to change
by a factor of 10 to 1,000.

Clutter
Echoes from land, sea, rain, snow, hail, birds, insects,
auroras, and meteors are of interest to those who
observe and study the environment, but they are a
nuisance to those who want to detect aircraft, ships,
missiles, or other similar targets. Clutter echoes
can seriously limit the capability of a radar system;
thus, a significant part of radar design is devoted to
minimizing the effects of clutter without reducing the
echoes from desired targets.

Atmospheric effects
Rain and other forms of precipitation can cause echo
signals that mask the desired target echoes. There
are other atmospheric phenomena that can affect
radar performance as well. The decrease in density
of the Earth’s atmosphere with increasing altitude
causes radar waves to bend as they propagate
through the atmosphere. This usually increases the
detection range at low angles to a slight extent. The
atmosphere can form ‘ducts’ that trap and guide
radar energy around the curvature of the Earth and
allow detection at ranges beyond the normal horizon.
Ducting over water is more likely to occur in tropical
climates than in colder regions.
Ducts can sometimes extend the range of an airborne
radar, but on other occasions they may cause the
radar energy to be diverted and not illuminate regions
below the ducts. This results in the formation of what
are called radar holes in the coverage. Since it is not
predictable or reliable, ducting can in some instances
be more of a nuisance than a help.

Loss of radar energy due to atmospheric absorption,
when propagation is through the clear atmosphere or
rain, is usually small for most systems operating at
microwave frequencies.

Interference
Signals from nearby Radar and other transmitters
can be strong enough to enter a radar receiver and
produce spurious responses. Well-trained operators
are not often deceived by interference although they
may find it a nuisance. Interference is not as easily
ignored by automatic detection and tracking systems
and some method is usually needed to recognize
and remove interference pulses before they enter the
automatic detector and tracker of a radar.

Doppler weather radar
For many years, Radar has been used to provide
information about the intensity and extent of rain and
other forms of precipitation. This application of radar
is well known from the familiar television weather
reports of precipitation observed by the radars of the
National Weather Services.
A major improvement in the capability of weather
radar came about when engineers developed new
radars that could measure the Doppler frequency
shift in addition to the magnitude of the echo signal
reflected from precipitation. The Doppler frequency
shift is important because it is related to the radial
velocity of the precipitation blown by wind (the
component of the wind moving either toward or
away from the radar installation). Since hazardous
weather phenomena tend to rotate, measurement of
the radial wind speed as a function of viewing angle
will identify rotating weather patterns. (Rotation is
indicated when the measurement of the Doppler
frequency shift shows that the wind is coming toward
the radar at one angle and away from it at a nearby
angle.)
The pulse Doppler weather radars employed by
the National Weather Service, which are known
as Nexrad, make quantitative measurements of
precipitation, warn of potential flooding or dangerous
hail, provide wind speed and direction, indicate
the presence of wind shear and gust fronts, track
storms, predict thunderstorms, and provide other
meteorological information. In addition to measuring
precipitation (from the intensity of the echo signal)
and radial speed (from the Doppler frequency shift),
Nexrad also measures the spread in radial speed
(difference between the maximum and the minimum
speeds) of the precipitation particles within each
radar resolution cell. The spread in radial speed is an
indication of wind turbulence.
Another improvement in the weather information
provided by Nexrad is the digital processing of radar
data, a procedure that renders the information in
a form that can be interpreted by an observer who
is not necessarily a meteorologist. The computer
automatically identifies severe weather effects and

RADAR

The Nexrad radar operates at S-band frequencies
(2.7 to 3 GHz) and is equipped with a 28ft (8.5m)
diameter antenna. It takes five minutes to scan its 1°
beamwidth through 360° in azimuth and from 0 to 20°
in elevation. The Nexrad system can measure rainfall
up to a distance of 460km and determine its radial
velocity as far as 230km.

Radar in the digital age
During the 1970’s digital technology underwent a
tremendous advance, which made practical the signal
and data processing required for modern radar.
Significant advances also were made in airborne
pulse Doppler radar, greatly enhancing its ability to
detect aircraft in the midst of heavy ground clutter.
The Air Force’s airborne-warning-and-control-system
(AWACS) radar and military airborne-intercept radar
depend on the pulse Doppler principle. It might be
noted too that radar began to be used in spacecraft
for remote sensing of the environment during the
1970’s.
Over the next decade radar methods evolved to a
point where radars were able to distinguish one type
of target from another. Serial production of phasedarray radars for air defence (the Patriot and Aegis
systems), airborne bomber radar (B-1B aircraft), and
ballistic missile detection (Pave Paws) also became
feasible during the 1980’s. Advances in remote
sensing made it possible to measure winds blowing
over the sea, the geoid (or mean sea level), ocean
roughness, ice conditions, and other environmental
effects. Solid-state technology and integrated
microwave circuitry permitted new radar capabilities
that had been only academic curiosities a decade or
two earlier.
Continued advances in computer technology in the
1990’s allowed increased information about the nature
of targets and the environment to be obtained from
radar echoes. The introduction of Doppler weather
radar systems (as, for example, Nexrad), which
measure the radial component of wind speed as well
as the rate of precipitation, provided new hazardousweather warning capability. Terminal Doppler weather
radars (TDWR) were installed at or near major airports
to warn of dangerous wind shear during takeoff
and landing. Unattended radar operation with little
downtime for repairs was demanded of manufacturers
for such applications as air traffic control. HF overthe-horizon radar systems were operated by several
countries, primarily for the detection of aircraft
at very long ranges (out to 2,000nm [3,700 km]).
Space-based radars continued to gather information
about the Earth’s land and sea surfaces on a global
basis. Improved imaging radar systems were
carried by space probes to obtain higher-resolution
three-dimensional images of the surface of Venus,

penetrating for the first time its ever-present opaque
cloud cover.
The first ballistic missile defence radars were
conceived and developed in the mid-1950’s and
1960’s. Development in the United States stopped,
however, with the signing in 1972 of the antiballistic
missile (ABM) treaty by the Soviet Union and the
United States. The use of tactical ballistic missiles
during the Persian Gulf War (1990–91) brought back
the need for radars for defence against such missiles.
Russia (and before that, the Soviet Union) continually
enhanced its powerful radar-based air-defence
systems to engage tactical ballistic missiles. The
Israelis deployed the Arrow phased-array radar as
part of an ABM system to defend their homeland. The
United States developed a mobile active-aperture (all
solid-state) phased-array called Theatre High Altitude
Area Defence Ground Based Radar (THAAD GBR) for
use in a theatre-wide ABM system.
Advances in digital technology in the first decade
of the 21st Century sparked further improvement
in signal and data processing, with the goal of
developing (almost) all-digital phased-array radars.
High-power transmitters became available for radar
application in the millimetre-wave portion of the
spectrum (typically 94 GHz), with average powers
100 to 1,000 times greater than previously.

Relaxation mixes with adventure, nature complements
resort life and silence has its own sound. It’s the perfect
location to do as little or as much as you like and is
more relaxing in a day than a week anywhere else.
Check seasonal rates online for the best deal.

1800 072 555

e: res@kingfisherbay.com
www.kingfisherbay.com

CP-KBRV965

indicates their nature on a display viewed by the
observer. High-speed communication lines integrated
with the Nexrad system allow timely weather
information to be transmitted for display to various
users.
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jacobs well

I

t has been a busy few months as the weather
warms up and more boaties are enjoying the
fabulous Southern Moreton Bay Islands region.

October saw the running of the 2016 AGM. Several
committee members were unable to continue which
saw a complete change of the executive. Other
committee members were re-elected to provide a mix
of new and continuing members. This mix will provide
the squadron with sound leadership to continue
moving forward. A big thank you to the outgoing
committee for their leadership and guidance during
the last few years, that among many other things has
made the purchase of a new rescue vessel possible.
Thanks also to the incoming committee members

Looking aft.

Looking forward.

for making the commitment to ensure the ongoing
operation of the squadron.
The first major project announced by the new
committee is the upgrade of our Island Base
at Tipplers’ Resort on South Stradbroke Island.
Returning Island base to operational use will provide
improved response times in what is the most popular
location in our area of operations. This upgrade has
been made possible by a generous donation from
Halcyon, an over 50’s community developer (see story
in the Winter 2016 edition of Rescue magazine).
Earlier this year the time had come for our long
serving rescue vessel, Beenleigh II, to be retired.
It wasn’t a hard decision to replace it with a near

Cabin area.
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Taking shape!

Adam Smith and Al Cocksedge at the Brisbane Boat
Show.

identical vessel, so a Noosa Cat 2400 was ordered.
The construction is well and truly on track, with Noosa
Cat providing some progress photos.
The other major capital expenditure on the vessel
front was the replacement of the engines on our
primary vessel, Jacobs Well I. A new pair of 250hp
Mercury Verados replaced the identical units that
have served us so well. We look forward to the
continuation of the outstanding support provided by
the team at Brisbane Marine.

Boat Show raffle
prizes presented by
Andrew Chatterton.

Business and Accounting students was accepted. As
part of their studies the Year 10’s were provided an
opportunity to run a small business for a week, with
the profits to be donated to charity. We are extremely
grateful that VMR Jacobs Well was chosen as the
recipient.

Brisbane Marine at work at VMR Jacobs Well.

VMR Jacobs Well was invited to attend the Brisbane
Boat Show as a guest on the Brisbane Marine stand.
Some valuable funds were raised by way of a raffle,
as well as getting the message out to the boating
public about our role, which resulted in some new
associate memberships
Other community engagement activities included a
visit to St Bernadine’s Catholic College at Regents
Park, and John Paul College at Daisy Hill. The St
Bernadine’s Outside School Hours Care students
were introduced to safety aspects of boating, while
at John Paul College, a donation from the Year 10

Frank Gosselink and Al Cocksedge at St Bernadine’s.

jacobs well
Tipplers campground after running
aground, eight casualties after a luxury
yacht ran aground at speed, and an
engine fire resulting in five casualties
with severe burns. On each occasion
paramedics were dispatched to the
base, to be ferried to the scene aboard
Jacobs Well I. Our neighbouring
squadron at Southport were also
activated, ferrying paramedics from the
Gold Coast as well. These incidents
highlighted the excellent cooperation
between the neighbouring squadrons,
as well as the service we provide to
Queensland Ambulance.
President Frank Gosselink and Treasurer Jan Gosselink accepting the
donation from John Paul College.

VMR Jacobs Well would like to extend
its heartfelt thanks to all active
members, associate members, the boating public,
and the Jacobs Well and district communities and
businesses for their ongoing support. Particular
thanks also goes to Harrigan’s Drift Inn at Calypso
Bay and Jacobs Well Tavern, for their support in
allowing us to sell raffle tickets each week that
provide the bulk of the budget required to fuel our
vessels.
The committee and members of VMRJW would like
to wish all of our fellow squadrons a very Merry
Christmas, and a safe and prosperous New Year.

Incident scene with Jacobs Well I (right), VMR Southport
and Water Police vessels.

Fortunately activations for our primary role as
support to Queensland Ambulance paramedics are
not common. However, recently VMRJW has been
called on to do just that several times in the last few
months, including two in two days for Red Crew. The
emergencies included a suspected broken arm at

GLAD TO ASSIST MARINE RESCUE QLD
Specialising in:

• Inflatable Boats • Inflatable Liferafts
• Lifejackets • EPIRBs
21 Rowland Street, Slacks Creek, Q 4127

p: 07

3808 1988 f: 07 3808 4114

www.marinesafe.com.au

Paramedics on board Jacobs Well I with Skipper Stuart Lutz.
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safety corner

HYDRATION
W

By Sharon McLean

ith the summer months upon us,
and the weather heating up fast,
it is important to remember to stay
hydrated. As a sun loving nation, we
spend a lot of time outside whether it
is working, playing sport, gardening, exercising and
performing volunteer work.
The human body depends on water to survive. Every
cell, tissue and organ in our bodies needs water
to work correctly. Our body uses water to maintain
its temperature and to lubricate our joints. Water is
needed for good health.

Water makes up more than half of our body weight
and we lose water each day when we go to the toilet,
sweat, and even when we breathe. When the weather
is hot, we are physically active or have a fever, we
lose water even faster. Vomiting and diarrhea can also
lead to rapid water loss, and if we do not replace the
water we lose then we can become dehydrated.

Symptoms of dehydration
The symptoms of being dehydrated include the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Little or no urine, or urine that is darker than usual
Dry mouth
Sleepiness or fatigue
Extreme thirst
Headache
Confusion
Dizziness or lightheaded feeling
No tears when crying.

safety corner
Do not wait until you notice the
symptoms of dehydration to act.
Prevent dehydration by drinking
plenty of water
Who is at higher risk of dehydration?
People who exercise at a high intensity, have certain
medial conditions, are sick, or are not able to get
enough fluids during the day are at a higher risk of
dehydration. Older adults are at a higher risk, as
you get older your brain many not be able to sense
dehydration and send the signals that you are thirsty.
You may need to increase the amount of water you
are drinking if you:
•H
 ave a medical condition such as kidneys stone or
a bladder infection
• Are pregnant or breastfeeding
• Will be outside in hot weather
• Will be exercising
• Have a fever
• Have been vomiting or have diarrhea
• Are trying to lose weight.

How much water should we drink?
Different people need different amounts of water
to stay hydrated. Most healthy people can stay
well hydrated by drinking water and other fluids
whenever they feel thirsty. Some people may need the
recommended six to eight glasses per day and other
people will require less than this.
If you are concerned you are not drinking enough
each day, check your urine colour. If your urine is
consistently colourless or light yellow, you are most
likely staying well hydrated. Dark yellow or amber
coloured urine is a sign of dehydration.

Tips for staying hydrated
•A
 lways drink a large amount of water after waking
up
• Keep a bottle of water with you during the day;
• I f you don’t like the taste of plain water, try adding a
slice of lemon or lime into your drink;
• Drink water before, during and after exercise;
• W hen you are feeling hungry, drink water. Thirst is
often confused with hunger. True hunger will not be
satisfied by drinking water
• Cut down on caffeinated drinks
• Avoid drinks with artificial sweeteners or high levels
of sugar
• W hen drinking alcohol, ensure you also drink plenty
of water.

The benefits of good hydration
Good hydration enables:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mental alertness, improved ability to concentrate
Improved digestion
Soft skin
Weight loss, helps satisfy the feeling of being
hungry
Relief of pain
Improved athletic performance
Reduced susceptibility to kidney stones
Stronger immune system.

Disclaimer : T his article is for informational purposes
only and further research and training is
required.

Water is the best option for staying hydrated, other
fluids and food can help you stay hydrated, but some
add extra calories from adding sugar to your diet.
Drinks like fruit and vegetable juices, milk and herbal
teas can contribute to the amount of water you get
each day. It is important to limit caffeinated drinks
as caffeine may cause some people to urinate more
frequently. Water can also be found in fruits and
vegetables and in soup broths.
If you are planning on exercising at a high intensity
for longer than an hour, a sports drink may be helpful.
It contains carbon hydrated and electrolytes that can
increase your energy and help your body absorb
water. Sports drinks are high in calories from added
sugar and may contain high levels of sodium.
Sports drinks are not the same as energy drinks.
Energy drinks usually contain large amounts of
caffeine and other stimulates that your body doesn’t
need. Most of these drinks are high in added sugar.

In Queensland there are some 5000 committees,
and the not for profit sector contributes a
total of over 600 million hours of labour to the
Australian economy annually.
This equates to 359,700 full time equivalent
employees, using the base rate of pay, this
equates to 3.5% of gross domestic product or
in dollar terms $16.5 billion dollars’ worth of
volunteer contributions. So the value of your
contribution is not to be underestimated.
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VMR Brisbane had an amazing last
management year which runs from
October to September.

T

hrough the efforts of our dedicated
and incredible volunteers attending
community events and spreading the
good word about why they give their
time to VMR Brisbane we managed to
attract 28 new active crew members, 25 new full
members and 106 waterside assist members.
Not a bad effort for 12 months! And we have had
another 10 active crew members join us since
our AGM.
We helped 127 people by assisting 59 vessels
and conducting 15 search and rescues.
We rescued a race horse called Rebel Rover
keep an eye out for him, especially if it is a ‘wet’
track.
We assisted with the rescue of a Humpback
Whale in the mouth of Cabbage Tree Creek.
Ironically I was attending a seminar on how
to engage with the modern newsroom that
very night. Getting a whale into the mouth of
the creek outside our squadron seems a little
extreme to say the least.
We featured on Creek to Coast to highlight the
work that Volunteer Marine Rescue volunteers
do.
We spent some time and money on our base and
facilities including utilising timbers from the old
Shorncliffe Pier and a local Artist Kim Mancini
to create a wall and mural to hide some of our
water tanks.
We held two Community Services Expo’s within
this Management Year. Awesome effort by our
tireless secretary David Massam.
Some of our members went camping and fishing
at Somerset Dam as a social event and had a
fantastic time.
We welcomed The Polynesian VA’A-ALO
Outrigger Canoe Club to our Association. They
have quickly become an integral part of the
social aspect of our Association. As some of
the VMRAQ Councillors will attest they certainly
know how to put on a great Umu (above ground
Hangi).
It is amazing what can be achieved with a little
vision, direction, motivation and inspiration as
can be seen from VMR Brisbane’s achievements.
We at VMR Brisbane are looking forward to the
VRMAQ State Strategic Plan and how we can all
benefit and achieve even more amazing results
collectively.

general

Irukandji

Jellyfish

by Glenn Norris

With several cases reported
recently, I think it prudent for
this edition to research the
Irukandji Jellyfish.

T

hese jellyfish are reported to be the most
venomous creatures in the world, with venom
100 times more potent than a cobra snake.

There are currently at least 10 species of ‘Irukandji
Jellyfish’ known and these range in size from as small
as one cubic centimetre (1cm 3) in body up to about
10cm. All have four tentacles ranging in size up to
about 1m in length. All species are transparent and
almost invisible in water.
Irukandji are most commonly found in and from
northern waters of tropical eastern and Western
Australia, up as far as Japan and across to Hawaii
and around Florida and the Caribbean. In recent
times these jellyfish have been responsible for stings
as far south as Fraser Island on the Queensland
coast. Usually appearances only occur in the warmer
months of November to May in Australia.
Most jellyfish only have stingers on their
tentacles, however Irukandji also have
stingers on their body section and they also
have the ability to fire their stingers into their
victims. Scientists are currently unsure as to
the purpose of this characteristic.

Problematically, the symptoms of an Irukandji sting
are not immediate and may not be evident for five
to 45 minutes after the sting. Symptoms can include
severe head and backache, shooting pain in the
muscles of the chest and abdomen, nausea, anxiety,
restlessness and breathing difficulties.
On suspicion of an Irukandji Jellyfish sting, immediate
medical attention should be sought. Queensland
Ambulance advises to flood the affected area with
vinegar – do not rub – and do not apply fresh water.
Victims usually require hospitalisation where
treatment is given based on the patient’s symptoms.
Antihistamines and anti-hypertension drugs may be
used to control inflammation and generally morphine
type drugs are administered for pain relief.
Only two fatal instances of Irukandji stings have been
reported in Australia since 2002.

Queensland Ambulance advises to flood the
affected area with vinegar – do not rub –
and do not apply fresh water
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Dedication of Bundy Rescue 2

Activations

n Saturday, September 17 a guest list
of some 100 people participated in
the dedication and commissioning of
our new primary rescue vessel, Bundy
Rescue 2. The guest list included
local parliamentarians, the Deputy Mayor, Fire and
Emergency Services and Water Police Officers from
Hervey Bay and Gladstone, VMR Bundaberg Life
Members, current members and partners.

Time has passed quickly since the last Journal
article, with 12 activations, six of which involved the
usual mix of breakdowns and out of fuel, but six were
notable.

Deputy Mayor of the Bundaberg Regional Council, Mr
Bill Trevor, was the guest speaker. Bill spoke of the
important role played by VMR in support of the local
boating community; Sergeant Paul Bacon, QWPS
Hervey Bay, spoke about the reliable and always
ready service provided in SAR situations by VMR
Bundaberg. The Police and Emergency Services
chaplain, Rev Ray Nutley, conducted the dedication
ceremony, while Bill Trevor applied the green twigs as
part of the traditional launch ceremony. The naming
speech and application of bubbly was undertaken by
Life Member Bruce Smith who was also the chairman
of the boat committee.

Booster to the rescue
Our radio operator took a call from a yacht enroute
to Hamilton Island, but with no battery power to start
the engine. At that time they were sailing outside
Breaksea Spit. A new battery was loaded onto
Bundy Rescue 2, along with a battery booster for
the 55nm rendezvous with the yacht. On arrival the
yacht skipper was advised a battery booster was
available, did he want to try that first. So the booster
was sealed in a 20L bucket and sent to the yacht by
a running transfer. The engine started – “no we don’t
need the battery thank you”. So then it was back to
base after 111nm and the superfluous battery back to
our friends at TackleWorld Bundaberg and the yacht
continued to Hamilton Island after a $1,384 waterside
assist.

After the dedication ceremony the guests enjoyed a
light lunch and celebration cake at the Blue Water
Club.

Heaving on way.

The official party naming Bundy Rescue 2.

Booster on board.

Aground at Lady Musgrave

Garry, Graeme, Diane and Bruce celebrate the launch.

On September 16 Bundy Rescue 2 was activated to
assist a 14m ketch which had drifted onto the reef
at Lady Musgrave Island overnight. The yacht was
pulled off the reef by a National Park’s vessel, but
could not manoeuvre due to rudder damage. Bundy
Rescue 2 proceeded to the island in calm seas and
took the vessel under tow while several pods of
humpback whales paraded past. Once underway
it was clear the ketch would not track in the rescue
vessel’s wake. Several unsuccessful attempts were
made to secure the rudder. This meant the ketch
tracked on the port stern quarter, a very stressful

bundaberg
and slow trip home because of the danger of girting.
Bundy Rescue 2 had the vessel safely docked by
22:42 after a 13 hour and 116nm activation.

Heaving line to the ketch.

No shortcuts to the Burnett_01
At 17:20 on September 23 we took a call from an
11.5m yacht that was aground “a few miles north of
Burnett Heads”. Bundy Rescue 2 departed at 18:00
for the coordinates given, but the vessel was not
there. Eventually lights were seen well inshore and
this tuned out to be the vessel in only 1.2m of water
and heeling over. As Bundy Rescue 2 could not get
to the vessel a commercial fisherman used his dinghy
to transfer the tow line, but the yacht was stuck fast
on the dropping tide. Bundy Rescue 2 then retired
to deeper water until 23:44 and about half-tide. The
tow was reattached, but the yacht could not raise the
anchor, so our skipper asked for it to be buoyed and
released. After application of lots of power the yacht
came free and was berthed at the Port Marine by
02:00. The tired crew logged off at base at 02:30 after
the 8.5 hour activation.

No shortcuts to the Burnett_02

Tow is attached at Musgrave.

Then on November 29 our president took a call
from the Water Police that a 6m power catamaran
was aground on the northern side off the northern
rock wall at Burnett Heads. On arrival at Burnett
Heads our skipper was greeted by a collection of
emergency services vehicles (police, fire and rescue,
ambulance). Our inshore 5.5m Bundy Rescue 2 was

Bundaberg Port Marina is situated 1 nautical mile from the entrance of the Burnett River
and offers all weather, all tides deep water access to visitors to the Coral Coast.

Facilities Available

FLOATING BERTHS UP TO 40m
75 TONNE MARINE SHIPLIFT, HARDSTAND AND
DRY STORAGE SPECIALIST
GIFT STORE, MARINE CHANDLERY AND YACHT BROKERAGE
COURTESY BUS AND HIRE CARS AVAILABLE FOR TRANSPORT
LICENCED RESTAURANT AND TAKEAWAY SEAFOOD
24/7 REFUELLING DOCK

MARINA DRIVE PORT BUNDABERG QLD 4670

TELEPHONE: 07 4159 5066

EMAIL: info@bundabergportmarina.com.au

www.bundabergportmarina.com.au
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activated to find two men on the rock wall and a partly
submerged 6m bond wood vessel wedged between
the beach on Barubbra Island and the rock wall. The
men were taken ashore for overnight accommodation
at Burnett Heads and back to the vessel the next
morning to recover items stacked on the beach the
previous night. A commercial salvage operator used
the decommissioned Bundy Rescue to tow the partly
submerged vessel to the boat ramp where it was
loaded by crane onto a truck.
How did it happen? No local knowledge, a very old
chart, and a lookout that did not see the main channel
markers (visible from at least 4 miles). The markers
for the Burnett Heads Boat Harbour were visible from
the north, but there was a rock wall in the way. They
were very lucky not to have gone aground on the
shoals to the north of the wall.

Trawler capsize
The area off Indian Head on Fraser Island seems to
be a hazardous area for trawlers with the capsize of
a second vessel on November 8. The first occurred
in April with the loss of two men. This time two of the
crew were saved but the skipper was not recovered.
Bundy Rescue 2 was activated to assist in the search,
departing base at 04:42 and returning at 20:30 after
almost 16 hours at sea, covering 219nm miles under
the direction of search coordinators. This search
included other trawlers, helicopters, the AMSA
Dornier and then on days two and three VMR vessels
from Hervey Bay and AVCG from Noosa.

AIS track for the AMSA Dornier in trawler search.

6m catamaran aground.

Capsized trawler off Indian Head.

Towed into Harbour by old Bundy Rescue.

bundaberg

Ready for the ‘high line’.
Crewman in bound.

Helicopter exercise
On December 1 Marine Rescue Bundaberg was
involved in an exercise with the RACQ LifeFlight
helicopter for reaccreditation of pilots and aircrew
for marine winching operations. The day commenced
with a briefing at the VMR base. The exercise
involved five cycles of receiving a ‘high line’ on Bundy
Rescue 2, followed by deployment of a dummy life
raft from the chopper for recovery onto Bundy Rescue
2. The next sequence involved going to 15˚ off the
wind at 8kts to receive a crew man winched onto our
port stern quarter. The crewman then organised to
return of the life raft canister to the chopper, followed
by his recovery with the winch on the chopper. The
final sequence involved deploying a rescue dummy
from Bundy Rescue 2 for recovery by the LifeFlight
crewman. Bundy Rescue 2 then recovered the dummy
in a man overboard exercise after it was dropped
from the chopper. A debrief concluded the five hour
exercise was of great value to the LifeFlight crews
and VMR who may have to interact with the helicopter
in a real emergency.

SPECIAL
TO
R
OFFE R
ALL VMRS!
MEMBE

Repacking the ‘high line’.

Graham Kingston
Public Relations Officer
Marine Rescue Bundaberg

We are offering the
Burke Deck Shoes
to all VMR members
for $95 a pair + postage
normally $165

Wellington Point Marine
3/368 Main Road, Wellington Point, Qld 4160

07 3207 3454
info@wptm.com.au
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Through

the Portal
by Dave Paylor

W

ell we managed to run through the
new extranet replacement at the UTC
conferences in September as hoped
and have had a select few testers
trying it out. And of course, just when
I thought we were nearly there we get RTO status
for first aid training and the system now needs to
manage expiring training units.
This little snippet shows progress through the training
units and what you can expect to see as your CPR
or First Aid are close to expiring – or even worse
expired. If you do a first aid certificate with another
training organisation, the expiry date can be entered

by your UTC once the certificate has been reviewed
to confirm it is through an accepted RTO.
Another area of the new system that I thought some
might be interested in is when added a position to an
activation report. At the moment, we have to enter the
details using decimal degrees. As all the instruments
we use provide positions in degrees and decimal
minutes, a conversion utility is needed to get to the
correct format.
To simplify things it has been agreed that having a
general location is acceptable. Each squadron will be
able to enter a number of common locations that they
most often end up rescuing from.
Neighbouring
squadrons can also
reuse locations which
have already been
entered by others.
When entering the
activation, you can
then simply select
the location and
it will populate
the latitude and
longitude details for
you.
Of course, you
can still enter the
exact position if it is
somewhere unusual
but now you can do
that using degrees
and decimal minutes
which also converts
to decimal degrees
just in case you need
it.
A My Details
section will also let
individuals modify
their own personal

general

victoria point

N

ovember finds the Vicky Point unit in good
shape with four rosters covering weekends
and a good team spirit contributing to
fundraising efforts.

Thanks to the efforts of our esteemed VP (VMRAQ),
Glenn Norris, of VMR Southport who has successfully
secured grant funding for the purchase of a new
motor for VP Papillon, our secondary rescue and
training vessel.
The unit boating officer and team settled on a
Mercury 150hp outboard as the most suitable
contender to replace our ageing 140hp Suzuki.
Plenty of care was taken in selecting the appropriate
propeller and Mercury’s inclusion of longer lasting
parts, robust transom mounting and favourable
pricing and service carried the day.
We have had three crews trial the motor at the time
of writing and all report a remarkable improvement in
take-off, quietness and speed, notwithstanding the
‘running-in’ restrictions on maximum revs.
The new combination was deployed, in a training
exercise, as the towing vessel for our main rescue
vessel, VP1, and comfortably moved around 5 tons of
boat at a decent speed and with good control.
The upgrade is welcome as Vicky Point enters
the busy festive season anticipating the normal
high volume of recreational boat traffic around the
Southern Moreton Bay islands.
Congratulations to the boating officer and team and
thanks to Glenn for making this possible.

contact details and provide a quick reference to your
personal statistics.
Hopefully, some of these little differences will help to
make information more easily accessible as well as
being quicker and simpler to input.
Finally, just a quick reminder to all squadrons to
let either Keith or myself know of any changes to
executive teams so we can manage the permissions
accordingly. These same permission groups will
provide elevated access to this replacement extranet
so it is twice as important to keep them up to date.
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W

ell, summer has definitely arrived!
Night time temperatures in the mid-20’s
combined with 90% humidity has seen
the air conditioners back in action. It
also announces the start of our best
boating weather with days on end of 10-15kt winds
and calm seas.
The local trailer boat population has been making
the most of the conditions after a lengthy period
of average forecasts with the marina carpark full
to overflowing on most weekends, and while most
people do the right thing, it is the acts of a few that
give all of us a bad name. On the subject of parking,
the local council and police have been very active in
booking incorrectly parked cars both with and without
trailers. The carpark adjacent to the marina ramp
(and VMR base) is signposted as trailer parking only.
Park there with no trailer on a busy weekend and you
can expect your beer or lunch at the local café or bar
to become a whole lot more expensive. But, what’s
good for the goose is also good for the gander. If the
ramp carpark is full and you are too ‘tired’ to walk
from the overflow carpark down the road and park in
any of the normal car parking along the street you will
also be paying dearly for the privilege. There are also
dedicated parking spots for VMR duty crew and one
trailer park specifically for the water police or marine
parks that must not be used.
With such good weather and so many boats hitting
the water, many boaties will beat the rush by
launching well before dawn. This is a great idea and
something I personally do quite often. To watch the
sun come up while you are already fishing your secret
spot is a very special thing to witness not to mention
that the dawn bite can be the best fishing time of the
day. This is all well and good, but as many will attest,
boating at night is a whole new experience to moving
around in the daylight. Your perception of distance

High and dry on Slade Islet.

is thrown into chaos. Is that a bright light a long way
off or a dim light very close? Do you know exactly
where the dangers are? The Colregs are very specific
in regards to safe speed, reduced visibility and
maintaining a proper lookout.
VMR448 was recently called out in the early hours of
the morning when a 6m craft exited the harbour at
speed and misjudged his course east ending up high
and dry on the rocks of Slade Islet. With a very high
risk of severe injury or even a fatality, it was amazing
that neither occupant was injured. Accidents like this
highlight the need to be patient and reduce speed
as required to keep you and your vessel safe and to
avoid an embarrassing meeting with the water police
and MSQ officers. A little later in this report I have
outlined the rules associated with boating in the Port
of Mackay.

Welcome aboard Dalrymple Bay Coal
Terminal Pty Ltd

On a much brighter note, VMR448 Mackay has great
delight in welcoming Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal Pty
Ltd as a major sponsor securing the naming rights
to our 8m RHIB DBCT Mackay Rescue 6. Without
sponsorship like this, VMR448 would cease to exist
and we are extremely grateful to all our sponsors for
their continued support.
On the vessel front, our long range vessel Mackay
Rescue 5 (a Steber 3800) has had a visit to the
hardstand where the hull was cleaned and antifouled
and the running gear retreated
with Propspeed. Many thanks
to Mackay Marina Shipyard
and Port Binnli Pty Ltd for the
generous donation of the lifts
and hard-stand time. Also many
thanks to the crew members who
spent their weekend polishing
the vessel and performing other
maintenance tasks. At eight
years old and with over 1400
engine hours, planning has now
started on future options for
this vessel or its replacement.
Outlaying in excess of one
million dollars on a new vessel
is a decision not taken lightly,
requiring a high level of
input from the committee and
experienced squad members
alike. As was used during the
pre-purchase planning phase of
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DBCT Mackay Rescue 6, a separate
boat committee is being established to
correlate all the data for all the options
to ensure a thorough understanding
of the pros and cons of each option
are completely open and transparent.
While making the final decision of
what is desired is one major objective,
ensuring adequate funding is just as
important if not more so.
In light of this, VMR448 is undertaking
a study of membership and activation
charges. Work is currently being
undertaken to ensure uniformity across
all of VMR in Queensland in relation
to membership charges and benefits
received in order to ensure that vessel
operators have clarity and consistency
should they choose to be members.

Don Bowd hard at work.

With a $60 annual membership fee that has not
changed for many years now, and members only
reimbursing for activation fuel, VMR448 Mackay must
determine if there are better ways of financing our
ongoing viability while still providing best possible
service to the boating public.

Recreational Boating and
the Port of Mackay
The port of Mackay is made up of two areas, these
being the marina precinct and the commercial
harbour and they are separated by what was the
original southern breakwater. With the rapid increase
in the number of recreational vessels using the marina
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ramp facility and traversing through the commercial
area to exit the harbour heads, it has been noted
there is either a distinct lack of knowledge of the
rules pertaining to the area or a reluctance to
abide by these rules. The following rules are strictly
enforced and breaking them leaves boaters open to
considerable penalties.
Firstly, the entire area has a 6kt or ‘no wash’ speed
limit. This applies as soon as you pass the harbour
heads lateral marks when entering the harbour – NOT
the entrance to the marina. The second thing to be
aware of is that the commercial harbour area is a ‘no
go’ zone west of a line from the end of the centre
dividing arm and the northern, green lateral mark.
Any access into this area must be for a specific
reason and approved by the harbour control. VMR
Mackay vessels regularly use this ‘swing basin’ to raft
up beside larger vessels that have been towed back
to port but only after confirming there are no current
shipping movements and gaining approval to enter
the area.
The final rule that all boaters must be aware of and
obey, is the closure of the commercial area during
shipping movements. This means that no vessels can
enter the harbour from sea or exit the marina precinct
while large vessels are berthing or departing. To
inform skippers of a ship movement, the port authority
has erected two sets of flashing red lights that are
active during these periods. One set is adjacent to
the starboard lateral mark to alert vessels arriving
into port and the other is on the outer break-wall at
the exit to the marina precinct. Remember, if the red
lights are flashing, do not proceed! You will also note

that at these times, the pilot vessel will be actively
patrolling the area and enforcing this rule. Abide by
these rules and be mindful of your wash and you
won’t run afoul of the maritime authorities.

Batteries, batteries and more batteries
It’s amazing how things seem to happen in groups.
Sometimes, here at VMR448, we get a run of engine
breakdowns. Sometimes, disappointingly, we will
have a spate of fuel shortages. This last quarter we
have had a run of flat batteries. From Chauvel Reef
(a round trip of 130nm) to Scawfell Island and places
in between, our vessels have been supplying jump
start equipment or loan batteries to boaties whose
vessels are dead in the water. Like most breakdown
situations, the majority of these activations could
be avoided with proper battery installations and
maintenance. No boat should head any distance
offshore without a backup battery. While modern lead
acid batteries are very robust, a ‘normal’ car battery
may not stand up to the shock loads impacted on it
in a boat and can fail catastrophically without any
warning. Any battery installed in a power boat should
be rated for marine duty. It should also be the correct
battery for the job and of the correct size or amp-hour
rating.
There are two distinct types of batteries we can install
in our vessels that have two entirely different uses.
The ‘start’ battery, as named, is designed to supply
short bursts of high current to start your motor before
being recharged by that motor as you drive. Vessels
fitted with house batteries use ‘deep cycle’ units
that are specially designed for many slow discharge
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cycles at low amperage. Using either of these
battery types for the wrong application is a
recipe for premature battery failure. Unless
the trailer boat is fitted with an electric motor,
refrigeration or similar items, there is no
requirement for a deep cycle battery but all
these vessels should be fitted with a second,
backup start battery. Now, while having a
second battery is a good thing, it is just as
important that it is installed and connected
correctly. Just connecting the two batteries in
parallel is not the way to go. One collapsed
cell in one battery can quickly render the other
battery useless. A couple of extra items make
the installation almost failsafe. A three position
switch gives the ability to supply load from
either battery or both units as desired. Note,
the switch should not be left in the ‘both’ or
parallel position under normal operation. The other
very important item is a VSR or voltage sensitive
relay. This device handles the way your main engine
recharges your two batteries. By effectively isolating
the two batteries, it will ensure your main battery is
fully charged before automatically switching over to
charge the second battery.

Charles Linsley.

resecuring the vessel to avoid further damage to itself
and the other boats in the area was unforgettable.
What are your current roles in VMR?
Currently a duty skipper holding a VMR Coxswain
ticket as well as a commercial Near-coastal Coxswain
qualification.

So, in summary, ensure you have the correct type
of batteries installed in your vessel and they are of
sufficient capacity for the load required. If you are
not mechanically minded, have an auto electrician
confirm the isolating and charging circuits are wired
correctly. Remember that DC voltage and saltwater
are the worst of enemies so keep the maintenance
up to all terminals and connections. If you feel a
battery is not up to scratch, have it load tested and
replace it if there is any deterioration. By having a
correctly installed battery system and adapting good
maintenance practises, you will greatly minimise the
need for VMR assistance.

Additionally, I am the assistant UTC for VMR448
Mackay.

Meet the VMR448 Mackay Skippers

In between all these, I am the proud grandfather to a
three year old and 12 month old triplets.

This quarter we introduce Charles Linsley.
Began with VMR:
My first activation was in September 2005.
Why VMR?:
It was a great way to spend more time on the water
and also assist a community organisation.
Most memorable activation:
Towing a 40 tonne trawler full of catch in a 20kt wind
back to the Mackay marina. The vessel had only
one outrigger in the water as the chain broke on the
other gear and couldn’t be retrieved. This caused the
trawler to continually veer sideways.
Have you been involved in any life threatening
situations or emergency activations?
Retrieving a large cruiser in Hay Point tug harbour
that had broken its moorings during a cyclone and

Interests outside of VMR:
Riding motorcycles and actively involved in the Black
Dog Organization and the rides they do throughout
Australia and overseas to raise awareness of
depression and suicide prevention. This includes
organising the Mackay area annual one-day ride
which this year attracted over 200 participants.
I am also an accredited Mental Health First Aid
trainer and deliver these courses in the Mackay and
Whitsunday areas.
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round hill
Bob Aitken
Greg Hando
David Thomas
Ian Growcott
Mike Tye

11yrs
10yrs
9yrs
9yrs
8yrs

Congratulations to ALL.
Crew members David Clark and Andy Cassingham
obtained their MSQ qualifications and we welcomed
member Dave Hazzard for completing his ESS. We
also welcome our new radio operator Jeni.
Of great concern is the state of Round Hill Creek
and the lack of water at the entrance especially
between the green buoy and the first red. We have
had numerous incidents reported after the event and
damage to pros etc.
We have informed the relevant authorities and
appreciate the support we have been given by all
including the boating groups like Ausfish and PBA
who have also been active in writing letter in an
attempt to get a salutation for safe boating for our
boating community. Social media has also assisted in
this area – please see our new facebook page – VMR
Round Hill.

The Annual General Meeting was held October 22
and the following were re-elected:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Committee

Craig Gibbs
Neale Inskip (Skippy)
Josie Meng
Doug Meng
Archie Hutton
Laurie Rapa
Patrons	Gloria Plath
Stephen Bennett
MP Member for Burnett
Activations from July 1 to November 29, 2016 total 11
including a medical, 7 breakdowns, 1 lack of fuel, 1
drifting and 2 training runs, returning 20 persons to
safety.
At the meeting Years of Service Badges were
presented to 13 members who collectively had 229
years of Service WOW.
These were:
Doug Meng
Josie Meng
Craig Gibbs
Ruth Tidy
Neale Inskip
Laurie Rapa
Jan Partington
Archie Hutton

37yrs
32yrs
25yrs
21yrs
20yrs
19yrs
17yrs
11yrs

MSQ (Maritime Safety Queensland) installed a
WARNING sign at the boat ramp on October 7, 2016
advising that the entrance can dry out on low water!
VMR Round Hill also did a photo shoot of the creek
on the low tide on October 17, tide was 0.26m (see
photos) to get a ‘bird’s eye view’ of our creek and to
show the boating community the concerns we have
and we all experience.
First and foremost is the safety of our rescue boat
crew who are there to assist in times of need 24/7,
365 days a year then the
boating community.
I was invited to attend the
meeting of Queensland
Recreational Boating
Committee in Brisbane
to give a firsthand
account of the issues
and concerns. It was
a positive meeting and
some outcomes being
investigated at this time.
Team VMR Round Hill
extend a safe and happy
Festive Season to all
stay safe on the water
and remember Log
and Off with VMR and
volunteers are not paid,
not because they are
worthless but because
they are priceless.

gladstone

O

Now for a bit of audience participation!
n October 27, VMR Gladstone hosted
another information night. We had over
30 members of the public come along for
an evening of information and frivolity.
Our talented line up of presenters
included Mike Griffin – ex BOM forecaster, Jim Purcell
– VMR Gladstone, Tanya Ferris – Maritime Safety
Queensland, Jeff Barnett – Water Police Gladstone
and Greg Bowness – Fisheries.

“It is a great way to bring members of the public,
VMR and local authorities together in an informal
environment to pass on safety information,” said Mike
Lutze, President. “This is the third session we have
hosted this year, and the feedback from those who
have attended continues to be positive,” said Mike.
Attendance is open to everybody, not just VMR
members and the audience numbers continue to
slowly increase.

O

Not a monster mash, but a Truc-tor Bash

Mike Griffin – all about cyclones.

nce a year the quiet town of Turkey
Beach, about an hour south of Gladstone,
hosts the annual Truc-tor Bash.
Organised by the Turkey Beach Progress
Association, the event was on July 9 this
year. Proceeds go back into the local community
space, the RACQ Capricorn Rescue Helicopter
Service and Volunteer Marine Rescue Gladstone. Both
of these rescue organisations service the community.
Turkey Beach has a large local and visiting boating
and fishing population. Volunteers were on hand to
provide boating safety information. This year’s event
was bigger than ever. With market stalls and the usual
showcase of tractors, trucks, cars, stationary engines
and even a ride-on mower race!

Jeff Barnett challenging the audience.

Thanks to the generous residents and visitors, VMR
Gladstone received a $500 donation.

Jim Purcell, not
just any anchorage
in a storm.

Tanya Ferris – marine
incidents – your voyage starts
at home with preparation.

Shahni and Reni Isherwood from Turkey Beach Progress
Association with Hamish McLeod, Chief Controller VMR
Gladstone.

Our presenters imparted wisdom about cyclones and
weather, where to anchor in storms, marine incidents
– what are they? Do you know what to do? Challenge
testing, and Q&As about fishing rules.
As usual, our audience is happy (with a bit of
encouragement) to participate in practical activities.
Four ‘crew’ were asked to choose safety equipment
for a voyage and discuss important aspects of that
equipment. The role of the skipper was rotated
through the group. There was a serious side to this
fun activity – that being the importance of having the
right safety gear and knowing how to use it.

Nice little purple mini on display at the Truc-tor Bash,
lovingly kept by one of our female volunteers.
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“

Don’t give up your day job!
And why would I with a view like this,” said
Tyrone Hartig. Tyrone is one of our amazing
radio operators. “Monitoring VHF 82 one day a
week is a breeze when you can check out what’s
going on outside,” Tyrone said.

When the weather is great there isn’t a lot of time to
look out the window. With around 5000 radio log ons a
year it can get very busy.
“We appreciate all of our volunteers at VMR
Gladstone and our radio operators are among those
at the front line” said Mike Lutze, President. “They are
the voice at the end of the mic whether it be a radio
check or a request for assistance. Often they are also
the face that greets those that drop by the base to
pay their fees or grab some information,” said Mike.
Since February 2015 Tyrone has been part of the VMR
Gladstone family. When Tyrone isn’t volunteering with
us he writes short stories, reads a few sci-fi books
and helps out at home.

C

Is it a bird? is it a plane?
No it’s our new website!

W

hile our previous website served us well
for many years, it was time for an update.
Lots of our volunteers have had input into
the new website.

While considering the changes, we wanted to make
it simple and easy to use. “The new website has
forms that can be filled in online and submitted to
make joining or volunteering with VMR Gladstone
easier,” said Mike Lutze, President. “It helps our
volunteers who do all the behind-the-scenes work and
we are looking at making the payment process more
streamlined,” said Mike.
The website is an evolving project with new
information being added all the time.
Check us out at vmrgladstone.org.au and tell us
what you think!

Thanks!

orporate Protection Australia Group
provide a range of security services.
Recently they dropped by our base to
make a donation of $500 on behalf of the
company to VMR Gladstone.

“It is the support of local industry and organisations
that contribute to VMR Gladstone being able to
provide assistance,” said Mike Lutze, President. “We
are always looking to give the best service possible
to our members and those needing a hand out on the
water. Donations like these go a long way to making
that happen,” said Mike.

Mike Lutze, Terry Bellamy, Peter Shepherd, Dean Cash
and Peter Miles.

VMR Gladstone’s new home page.

whitsundays
The last three months have been busy for VMR
Whitsunday on a number of levels.

O

n the administration side of things, the
new committee members have adapted
well to their roles, and a couple of subcommittees have been established to look
at particular issues.

One is working on our aging repeater installations
for channels 81 and 82, primarily trying to arrange
funding for replacing the failing equipment. This is
proving difficult as the marine authorities no longer
consider these channels necessary for emergency
purposes, and the local commercial users are
unwilling to provide support. If funding cannot be
obtained, ultimately it will mean that the repeaters will
not be replaced when they fail, silencing channels 81
and 82 in the Whitsundays.
Another sub-committee is tasked with looking at
various technical and electronic systems to aid in
the administration of the organisation, as well as
improving communication on our rescue vessel.
This sub-committee is moving ahead quickly with
investigations into crew availability and membership
software, a virtual PABX system, and improvements
to the onboard satellite, mobile phone and radio
equipment to ensure incoming calls are no longer
missed.

absolutely stretched, giving up over 250 man hours
of their own free time, time they would have preferred
spending with their families.
The weather was perfect, so most problems could
have been avoided.
We have been called out to some brave (foolhardy?)
boaties with unreliable boats to the outer reef with
four tows lasting over five hours. The longest was 9 1 / 2
hours and by the time we delivered them to safety,
VMR1 was running on fumes.
The messages to all boaties are to thoroughly test
their motors before leaving inshore waters, avoid
offshore or overnight travel with worn or out of date
batteries and be aware of their fuel consumption (and
fuel tank status).

How far is too far?
Observations from our seasoned skippers are that
more boaties are daring to travel further, but the
distance we can reach does not change – VMR1, our
rescue vessel has a finite range of service and we are
most concerned by the ‘she’ll be right’ attitudes of
under-prepared boaties in general.
Sooner or later we will be forced to decline a call-out
if it is beyond our range.

Speaking of rescue vessels, our new Noosa Cat
4400, due to be delivered back in July, has still not
been completed! :( It has been delayed due to a
number of reasons, including urgent vessel building
contracts for NSW police being fast tracked, pushing
our boat back in the queue, and delays in obtaining
the necessary surveys. As this boat is the first rescue
vessel being built under new AMSA regulations,
unfortunately it seems to have become a bit of a
guinea pig for the bureaucrats to try to sort out what
they should be doing! So in the meantime, we are
waiting, and waiting, and ...

September School Holiday Activations
On top of all that, we have had the busiest three
months ever dealing with activations.
School holidays are always a busy time on the water,
particularly during September when southerners
escape from their cold, late winter to the perfect
climate of the Whitsundays. But nothing prepared us
for the onslaught of activations that started on the
first day, when there were five activations. Sunday
was almost as busy with four more and by the end of
that fortnight, we had 22 activations, compared to an
average of six to seven per month!
In that time, we used over 6,500 litres of fuel costing
us over $10,000 and the rescue boat was in full
operation for 70 working hours. We even postponed
a scheduled service to ensure the boat remained
available. Our small band of volunteers was

This is our fair weather zone – distances can be cut
substantially by tides, winds and weather – and the size
of your boat.
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Boat ramp signs
Part of our responsibility as a Search and Rescue
organisation is to educate the boating public to take
more care.
We have replaced a couple of old, faded signs
and installed two new ones at boat ramps which
previously did not have signs.
Thanks to Lions Whitsundays for providing the
funds to get the signs made, and the Men’s Shed
for installation, signs have now been erected at the
Whisper Bay (VMR), Abell Point, Point of Airlie, and
Shute Harbour boat ramps.

When a tiller style outboard handle is let go, the
propeller torque will cause the motor to immediately
swing to full steering lock, forcing the boat to turn
in a tight circle. If the engine throttle is locked on,
the boat will continue to turn in its self-created high
powered whirlpool. This whirlpool or vortex does
not have regular water density as the propeller
will usually encounter its own aerated water and
temporarily cavitate. When it clears the aerated water
the propeller ‘bites’ and it can move quickly out the
vortex before starting a new one.
Youtube video of this dinghy http://bit.ly/2gx5WAV
The two men were very lucky that the automatic
reaction from their own boat did not run them down.
Good seamanship says:
NEVER relax your concentration, regardless of how
smooth the water is
NEVER lock your throttle on

Many thanks to Whitsunday Lions
Club for sponsoring this community
safety project.
Whitsunday Lions Airlie Beach.

Safety in a Tinny

ALWAYS keep the throttle safety cord attached to
your wrist or belt – if you fall off, the cord will detach
a clip from the throttle mechanism and your motor will
stop
WEAR your life jacket
The same rules apply to all boats, but in an open
tinny you have nothing around you to stop you going
overboard.
And stay away from out of control boats – they can be
unpredictable!

In one of our activations, we were confronted by a
driverless tinny doing donuts after the two crew had
been thrown into the water in mirror-like calm seas.

Some of our activations reports are below, but if
you would like to read or keep up with our monthly
newsletter, you can find it at https://vmrsamsonpost.
wordpress.com/

How can this happen?

--------------------------------------------------

Perfect boating conditions had lulled them into a false
sense of security that they threw all the basic rules
overboard:
The vessel was at high speed, with the tiller-mounted
throttle locked on full speed. Why not? – there was
hardly a bump on the ocean!
Then came the seemingly gentle delayed wash from a
passing large vessel and being off guard, they were
both thrown overboard.

Activation: September 17, 2016
Skipper: Ray Lewis / Crew: Ron & Mick
Task: Breakdown – Bait Reef
Received an early morning call that a vessel with
three persons on board had broken down near Bait
Reef so we departed APM at 0730. With a moderate
sea we made it out the vessel and towed them
back to the APM boat ramp. As we were refueling
we handed VMR1 over to another crew for another
activation at 1230 hours. Time on job: 5 hours
Activation: September 17, 2016
Skipper: Paul Catts / Crew: Fin, Jim & Tim
Task: Breakdown – Hook Reef, changed to ENE off
Abbott Point
A crew was activated around 11am for a vessel
with engine trouble at Hook Reef, a fair hike away;
approximately 40nm. The vessel was at anchor inside
the reef, in good weather so there was no immediate
danger. By chance the A Team of Fin Forbes, Jim
Dunn and Tim Hearn were available.

whitsundays
VMR1 was still on the way back from an early morning
rescue at Bait Reef, near where our activation was,
with Ray and his crew and a vessel in tow. We took
over VMR1 from Ray at the fuel dock and got under
way heading for Hook Reef.

By 1750 Tim had rigged the towline and we were
under way on the way back to Abell Point Marina.

Not long after departing we started hearing a boat
on VHF 16 in distress, taking on water outside the
shipping lanes about 27nm ENE off Abbott Point,
almost the same due north of Airlie. This situation
was serious and the water police directed us to divert
from our Hook Reef job, and also activated a rescue
helicopter from Mackay.

The vessel was heavier and larger than most and the
return speed was slower than normal, but they were
happily alongside around 1930.

We raced to their location, with regular position and
situation updates on VHF 16 from the vessel, ‘Yellow
Boat’, and VTS Hay Point. They were concerned
about their batteries being flooded and losing
communication. They had lost their engine and were
taking on water and their bilge pump had failed.

We located yellow boat in the middle of a whole lot
of nothingness about 1350, solely due to the precise
GPS coordinates we were getting. It was very small
with three concerned fisherman on board with the
floor awash. I suspect they were under an hour away
from a swim.
Fin ably set up a pump and we pumped out some
of the water, got life jackets on the fisherman, and
transferred two of their crew onto our vessel. We
rigged a towline and commenced the tow back to the
Port of Airlie boat ramp.
We had to stop and pump more water out, and
transferred a power source onto Yellow Boat to run
the pump whilst towing. The rest of the tow was
uneventful putting them alongside at 1650. Time on
job: 4 1 / 4 hours
Our original job, at Hook Reef, motored home under
his own steam.
Activation: 17/09/16
Skipper: Paul Catts / Crew: Fin, Jim & Tim
Task: Breakdown – Gumbrell Island
Whilst refuelling the boat we were made aware that
another vessel was in need of assistance. It was
drifting north of Gumbrell Island 15nm away with a
disabled engine.
Fin navigated the vessel, in excellent conditions to
the the vessel in distress coming alongside at 1745.

Their trailer was launched at the VMR boat ramp but
because of the tidal considerations and access we
didn’t attempt a drop off there.

Whilst refuelling VMR1, for the third time today, we
were notified that the vessel was required to take on
paramedics, and head to Hamilton Island. Our crew
stood down and was replaced with the third crew of
the day. Time on job: 2 3 / 4 hours
Activation: September 17, 2016
Skipper: Geoff Smith / Crew: Bill & Norm
Task: Medivac – Hayman Island
It had been a very busy day for VMR. John had called
at 10.30 asking for a skipper to relieve Ray who was
returning from Bait Reef with a tow and another vessel
also had a problem at Bait. I had to go to Cumberland
Charter Yachts to do a brief and couldn’t help. During
the afternoon I did hear bits of traffic between John
at the VMR radio room and others, including VMR1,
discussing several other jobs.
Then at 6pm, Bill, the phone holder rang, a chap
had parked his jet ski on Cid Island and was waiting
for the tide to float him off and he may need a tow/
escort back to Airlie. 8pm Bill rang to say the jet ski
was back okay but there was a medivac from Hammo,
which became Hayman, that needed doing.
We met at the boat, which Fin had kindly left at the
fuel dock for us, loaded Boyd the paramedic (4 POB)
and departed at 2000. Perfect conditions; little wind,
flat seas and a beautiful full moon with Norm the auto
pilot in charge.
We got to Hayman 2050, loaded the patient and
started back at 2110. 2205 at the APM fuel dock,
dropped Boyd and the patient off then returned to the
pen 2230.
A lovely night and a good crew, perfect. Thanks
everyone. Time on job: 2 1 / 2 hours
Activation: September 27, 2016
Skipper: Geoff Smith / Crew: Ray, Fin & Stu
Task: Grounding – Hayman Reef
Bill called at 1730, just as the top was coming off a
beer and tea was about to be served. Rats!
A 45’ cruiser with 6 POB including three kids was
on the Hayman Reef and the owner was worried that
as the tide came in, he would sink. As he was doing
25kts when he hit, it was a distinct possibility.
Off to VMR1 (at least we don’t need to warm the
engines up any more) and bumped into Ray at the
marina, he was having a chat with Deano. Ray kindly
offered to come along, then Stu and Fin arrived. What
a crew.
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Bill gave us a position on the eastern side of the reef,
close to the Narrows and we departed at 1800 in
perfect conditions. On the way Wings 3 contacted us
to say they and New Horizon had got the 45’ Fairline
off the reef, she was floating okay and gave us a
position. Later New Horizon heard us trying to contact
the Fairline and told us she was at anchor now at the
northern end of Black Island. That’s where we found
her at 1855.
Conditions were still perfect so we rafted up for a
chat and the paperwork. The boat was taking water
through a rudder bearing but it was manageable and
had both props badly mangled. 1915 we set off for
APM at 8-9kts using 130 l/hr and rafted up again out
the front. We had a bit of a fiddle getting them into
their pen as they had to go in stern first. But, perfect
conditions again, gently, gently and Stu, using their
tender as a pusher, we got them home.
Onto the fuel berth at 2140, fuelled up and into the
pen at 2200. Magic night and crew, thanks guys.
Time on job: 4 hours
Activation: September 30, 2016
Skipper: Ray Lewis / Crew: Roger & Jim
Task: Grounding – Hayman Reef (yep, another
one!)
While having a meeting with Roger Wodson, our
secretary, I received a call from Fin that a charter
vessel with 22 passengers had run onto the reef near
Hayman Island.
So with a crew of Roger and Jim we departed Abell
Point Marina at 1300 and with a flat sea we made
good speed to the scene. On arrival one of the
Hayman Island tenders had removed seven of the
passengers and placed them on Langford Reef.
After a discussion with the skipper of the vessel to
ascertain if there was any damage or if the vessel
was taking on water, we made an attempt to pull
the vessel off the reef. Unfortunately we could not
move it so the skipper decided that he and two crew
members would stay on board and wait for the rising
tide.
The vessel’s crew transferred seven of the
passengers to VMR1 and with the assistance of
another Hayman Island vessel, we transported all
passengers to the Hayman Island Marina where they
would be transferred back to Airlie Beach on the
Hayman Island ferry.

It was attempting to sail back to its mooring at Shute
Harbour but had insufficient wind to make it so we
departed Hayman Island Marina at 1430 hrs and
caught up to the vessel near South Molle Island.
We took it under tow back to its mooring at Shute
Harbour, and after completing the paper work, we
returned to APM to fuel up and were finished by 1715.
Time on job: 2 3 / 4 hours
Activation: October 2, 2016
Skipper: Ray Lewis / Crew: Roger & Trevor
Task: Breakdown – Hamilton Island
While I was at the Sunday Music Day I went upstairs
to the radio room to check on Tim Hearn who was on
his first shift as radio operator.
During our conversation, we received a call from a
non member who had broken down offshore from the
Qualia Resort on Hamilton Island. After going through
the information gathering process, I volunteered to
act as skipper and assisted Tim in ringing around for
a crew.
We departed APM at 1600 hrs and had a smooth
ride around to Hamilton Island where we found the
5.5m centre console with two persons on board.
Apparently the engine had just had the motherboard
replaced but it had failed again.

My thanks to my crew and the Hayman Island staff for
the assistance provided. Time on job: 1 1 / 2 hours

We hooked up, completed the paper work and set off
at 16kts.

Activation: September 27, 2016
Skipper: Ray Lewis / Crew: Roger & Jim
Task: Breakdown – near South Molle Island

As we were approaching the Port of Airlie marina,
thinking that we would get home to see most of the
NRL Grand Final, Fin contacted us to say that we
were required for a medivac.

As we were unloading passengers off at Hayman
Island from the previous activation, we received a call
that a 30ft sloop with 4 POB had broken down.

Approaching in the Port of Airlie entrance at low tide,
we came across an elderly couple whose tender had
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We returned to APM fueled up and finished by 1625
hrs. Time on job: 2 hours
PS: There are two events that I really like to watch on
television; the NRL Grand Final and the Bathurst 1000
car race. I missed both those events held over the
previous two Sundays as I was out on activations. :-(
Activation: October 16, 2016
Skipper: Ray Lewis / Crew: David, Trevor & Lance
Task: Tow – Bluff Bay
Hamilton Island Qualia in background – no Paté
Foie Gras for us!

broken down. As the vessel that we were assisting
had a small electric outboard motor, they volunteered
to take them in tow to the boat ramp pontoon.
We waited for them to get clear and then picked up
the QAS officers as pre organised at 1815. Time on
job: 2 1 / 4 hours
Activation: October 9, 2016
Skipper: Ray Lewis / Crew: Roger, Tim & David
Task: Out of Control Boat – North Molle
After completing an activation near Pinnacle Point,
Margo at the radio base informed us that we needed
to contact a bareboat company as one of their boats
had picked up two persons from the water.
After getting their position we met up with the
bareboat about 400m east of North Molle Island and
took the two young persons on board. From them, we
got the details that they had hit the seemingly gentle
delayed wash from a passing large vessel and the
tinny spun and tossed them into the water.
As they had locked the throttle wide open and were
not wearing the engine kill switch lanyard, the tinny
had the engine on full steering lock and was wildly
going round and round in a small circle.
The bareboat had noticed the tinny doing doughnuts
so they went to investigate; the tinny’s crew was
extremely lucky that the boat had not run them down.
To top it off, neither was wearing a life jacket!
We tried several different methods of throwing rope,
dragging rope and a blanket around the tinny hoping
to snag the propeller and stall the motor but to no
avail as the thrust from the propeller kept pushing the
rope etc away. We were at a loss to what to do as we
thought that the motor would keep running for some
time but then it finally ran out of fuel.
In the meantime, after consulting VTS Mackay, we had
issued a Securitay message on channels 16, 81 and
82. We later advised VTS that no further broadcasts
were required.
We put five litres of fuel into the tinny and then towed
them to Pioneer Bay where we let them go under their
own power back to Port of Airlie.

I had dropped into the radio room and was having a
chat with Bill Falconer when he received a call from
a non member who said they had broken down near
Airlie.
After some questioning we worked it out that they
must be in Bluff Bay so, after getting coordinates, I
checked it on Navionics to find that the coordinates
that they gave was near Daydream Island! So I
asked them to place the curser on the vessel which
confirmed that they were in Bluff Bay.
We departed APM at 1440 and were over at Bluff Bay
in a short time to find two adults and a toddler in a
4.8m tinny in very shallow water, as it was nearing
low tide. I approached the vessel head on and
Trevor slipped the hook under their anchor line and I
reversed out bringing their anchor and boat with us.
Once out in deeper water we rafted up to complete
the paper work.
I invited the lady to bring the toddler on board VMR1
for the trip back to the VMR boat ramp as there was
a little chop on the water. They had only bought the
boat three weeks previously and when I asked the
lady to put on her life jacket, the strap on the life
jacket just snapped as it had deteriorated.
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This is a problem that VMR Burdekin had brought up
about life jackets which had been stored for some
time where the straps fell apart when needed.

We had him dropped off at the public jetty at 0920
and we were back in our pen in APM at 0945. Time
on job: 1 hour

We towed the boat back to the VMR (Whisper
Bay) boat ramp and rafted up with the boat on our
starboard bow. I was about 15m from the pontoon I
noticed that our depth gauge showed zero. However,
we were in luck as a jet ski was just departing so we
asked him to take the boat in for us while we backed
out of there in a hurry.

Activation: October 23, 2016
Skipper: Fin Forbes / Crew: Michel & Norbert
Task: Tow – Hook Passage, near the old
observatory

Thanks to a great crew we were refuelled and finished
by 1620. Time on job: 1 3 / 4 hours
Activation: October 21, 2016
Skipper: Gary Nicol / Crew: Roger & Rod
Task: Tow – Grimstone Point
Bill Harrison called – a very nice 36’ yacht with 4 pob
required a tow from north of Grimstone Point.
Fuel issues (turned out to be an empty tank!), a
contrary tide and adverse wind combined to call for
a tow. We headed out at 1700 as the sun was starting
to set.

David (at the base) rang at 1125 in the process of
organising a crew to assist a member in his 4.5m
tinny with 4 pob.
Due to a variety of reasons we didn’t get away from
APM until 1220. The seas were (still) flat so we made
good time, reaching the tinny at 1300.
We first manoeuvred them into deeper water and then
transferred two of their crew onto VMR1, but still had
them under tow by 1315.
As the steering on their boat was not functioning, to
keep them tracking behind us well was not always
easy, but we still made reasonable safe progress,
arriving back in APM and dropping them off at the
boat ramp there and refuelling by 1420. Time on job:
2 hours
While our job was progressing we were made aware
of another vessel needing our assistance at Hill
Inlet. We organised (via the VMR base) to have a
replacement crew ready to take over VMR1 for the
next activation. The crew swap seamlessly took place
while we were at the fuel dock.
Activation: October 23, 2016
Skipper: Mal Priday / Crew: Dewi, Lance & Trevor
Task: Tow – Hill Inlet

It wasn’t all bad with a brilliant sunset :-)
Setting up a tow line took a little while as the yacht
still had its main sail up and was making way and we
needed to match its speed and leeway to keep on
station.
A simple tow and raft had us back at Abell Point
Marina around 1930. Time on job: 2 1 / 2 hours
Activation October 23, 2016
Skipper: Fin Forbes / Crew: Michel & Wendy
Task: Tow – Pioneer Rocks
The rostered person at the radio room, David Morris,
rang at 0820 trying to organise a crew for the boat.
By the time I got to the boat, Michel already had
most of the pre departure checks completed, which
allowed us to depart APM at 0845.
The day was ‘Whitsunday Perfect’ with glassy seas,
no wind and approx 28°.
We arrived at the vessel at 0905 and were towing him
back to Port of Airlie within minutes.

I was just finishing work when I got the call from the
base: VMR1 was just returning from an activation to
Hook Passage, and we had just received a call from a
member requesting a tow back from Hill Inlet in a 23ft
Mustang with gearbox problems. Of course, I did not
really want to watch the V8s and MotoGp, did I? :-?
I just had time to get home, change and grab a bite
to eat before heading down to meet VMR1 at the fuel
dock for yet another ‘hot’ crew change. The outgoing
crew said the rain that had just started was just in
Airlie and that conditions were very smooth. Yeah,
right!
VMR1 was underway again at 1510 in about 10kts of
south easter, with a few showers and some chop with
the usual wind against tide.
Once through Hook Passage conditions began to
deteriorate, wind up to 15-20kts and seas building
quickly so it was not until 1635 that we reached Hill
Inlet at reduced speed to find our target vessel just
off Betty’s Beach and bouncing around in waves over
half a metre. Their actual position was nowhere near
the GPS position given, which had put them out near
Harold Island – must have been a cursor position and
not the vessel position.

whitsundays
It was far too rough to go alongside so we managed
to throw a line across and took the strain so they
could raise their anchor and we travelled slowly into
the windy but flatter seas in Tongue Bay so we could
go alongside, complete the documentation and pass
a more permanent tow line using Tom’s Hook. The tow
started in earnest just after 5pm. After initially trying
without luck to get them on the plane we settled down
to a more sedate 8-9kts rate and made our way back
through Hook Passage and set course for home.

it could be seen with visibility now down to about
a mile, I altered course for Unsafe Passage as the
waves would be more on the bow and we would
not be rolling anywhere near as much – a couple of
times the port engine cavitated as we rolled! Boat
speed was down to 5-6kts and it was very rough, very
uncomfortable, and very wet.
Eventually we could make out the loom of the lights
at South Molle and then Daydream and once the
seas flattened a bit in the relatively calmer conditions
in the lee of South Molle we altered course through
Unsafe and were then able to get speed up to 8-9kts
again. Off Abell Point Marina we took the other vessel
alongside and after talking to Abell Point Security put
them alongside the main dock near the fuel dock,
then refuelled and washed down VMR1 before signing
off with VTS Hay Point and returning to our berth at
2125.
A long activation in some of the worst conditions
I have been in during my 15 years of VMR. Many
thanks to the crew who did a great job in very trying
and difficult conditions. Time on job: 6 1 / 4 hours

By this time conditions had deteriorated further and
we had gusts of over 30kts and short, sharp seas of
over a metre. And it was raining – lots! After initially
steering for the northern end of North Molle, not that
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Editors note: The difference in the conditions of
these three activations on the same day clearly shows
just how quickly weather conditions can deteriorate in
the Whitsundays. You really gotta be prepared for this
if you plan to go out in your boat!
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Spring was a busy period for VMR Raby Bay with
87 activations, bringing 67 people to safety. The
activations included multiple medivacs, assistance
to vessel breakdowns and activations for general
training and patrols. Fuel consumption for the
period was 8,600 litres

Another ‘important’ base upgrade is the new
barbecue used for our fully cooked breakfasts, which
play an important role in enticing tired volunteers out
of bed on those early mornings.

The new
barbecue, fully
loaded.

VMR Raby Bay.
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GENERAL BASE UPDATE

he Annual General Meeting (AGM) was
held on September 6 with several of the
committee positions being contested.
However the membership chose to reelect the existing committee with only one
exception.

The new VMR uniforms have arrived and have been
handed out to all crew. The redesigned polo has gone
down well with most crew. The old light blue polo
shirts will be retired for off duty use only.

Length of Service badges have been handed out
across the various crews. Thank you to all those
members who had dedicated so much time so far to
the organization to make it what it is. A special call
out to Ray Pearson on his 20-year badge.

Ray Pearson receiving a
20 years Service Badge
from Bill Bennett.

The annual VMR Raby Bay Christmas Dinner was
held on December 3 at the RSL in Cleveland. This
provided an opportunity for members and their
partners to catch up in a more relaxed setting and
share stories about the year that went.
As reported in the last magazine, the base upgrade is
now completed, with the only remaining activity being
a radio room upgrade with an online login system and
membership database. Contact has been made with
other rescue units to establish what is best practice
in this area.

Brandishing the new VMR uniforms.

Significant effort has gone into updating the entire
stock of SOP (Standard Operating Procedures) over
the past six to eight months. Bar a few additional
SOP’s, these document have now regained their
currency.

VESSEL UPDATE
RBII’s trailer has undergone a major re-conditioning
to bring it back to as new condition. This follows a
similar upgrade of Energex Medivac’s trailer earlier in
the year. The upgrades will hopefully set the trailers
up for at least 10 years of service before the next
major overhaul.
Energex Medivac has had her paint work touched
up, to remove many of the scratches she’s received
during her service.
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RESCUE VESSEL FOR SALE
A decision has been made to sell our trusty RBIV,
a 6m Naiad RIB from 2006 with twin 175hp Suzuki
outboards, 7.5m RIB). It has served us in very well for
10 years and has also been the vessel of choice for
our trainee skippers. If you are interested, either as a
VMR unit or as an individual, Please email: support@
vmrrabybay.org.au
We will consider all reasonable offers. It comes with
a high grade four year old aluminium trailer and is
surveyed to 2C.

For general practical training of crew, we have the
benefit of being able to use The Eclipse bunker
vessel to complete various practical sections of the
task books. A big thanks goes to Doug the master of
Eclipse for allowing us this opportunity.
A Certificate of appreciation was received from the
Cleveland Scouts for the
support given by Ray Bay
to their group, following
some training given to the
scouts.
With the spring weather,
various crews have
had the opportunity to
experience very high
winds, some exceeding
50kts with heavy rain and
hail.
The wind speed monitor
showing high numbers.

ACTIVATIONS AND
EVENTS

GENERAL FUND RAISING
The fund raising from our bucket collections continue
in earnest, although it is challenging to get the
required number of collector for the major events.
We were fortunate to have three iPhones donated by
iPipe Services Pty Ltd, which will be placed in our
vessels.
We were sad to see our major sponsor Energex
terminating the sponsorship of VMR Raby Bay in
connection with creation of the new merged Energex /
Ergon entity.
We are deeply grateful for the
significant support Energex has
provided us over the past years,
not only financially, but also by
supporting us in other ways, e.g.
through co-sponsored events.
We thank Energex for
their sponsorship of
VMR Raby Bay.

With the change of
season, whales have
made their return,
providing plenty of
opportunity for whale
spotting. Quite often the
whales will come quite
close to the boat and we mostly see them resting and
playing just outside the South Passage Bar. There
have also been plenty of dolphin and turtle sightings
in Moreton Bay.
As usual, Energex Medivac and RBIV attended
Riverfire which proved to be a spectacular event.
The VMR Raby Bay vessels helped one commercial
vessel remove debris from their anchor and a small
vessel taking on water to get back to the dock safely.
RBIV was also asked to assist with a 15m commercial
vessel that had lost power and was drifting.
Crew One attended a callout to a sinking 55 sailing
vessel at Raby Bay. After successfully pumping it
out and plugging the hole, it was towed to Manly for
repairs.

ASSESSMENT & TRAINING

Skippers at VMR Raby Bay are
currently going through the
re-assessment conducted by MRQ. At the time of
writing approximately 50% have been successfully reassessed with the balance to be done in the coming
weeks.

Crew One pumping out a 55ft yacht at Raby Bay.
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Bundabberg Portt M
Bundaberg
Marina
arina is situated 1 nnautical
autica mile from
the entrance of the Burnett River and offers all weather,
oast.
all tides deep water access to visitors to the Coral Coast.

FACILITIES AVAILABLE
FLOATING BERTHS UP TO 40m
75 TONNE MARINE SHIPLIFT, HARDSTAND
AND DRY STORAGE SPECIALIST
GIFT STORE, MARINE CHANDLERY
AND YACHT BROKERAGE
COURTESY BUS AND HIRE CARS AVAILABLE
FOR TRANSPORT
24/7 REFUELLING DOCK
LICENCED RESTAURANT AND TAKEAWAY SEAFOOD
AFOOD
MARINA DRIVE PORT BUNDABERG QUEENSLAND 4670

T: 07 4159 5066 E: info@bundabergportmarina.com.au

www.bundabergportmarina.com.au
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